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OFESCREEN Two Engines SCREAT'I 1n syncopation, slicing through
gears with UPSHIFTS and DOWNSHIFTST all at or near redline.

EXT. LAGI'NA SECA RACETRACK - DAY (CONTINUOUS ACTION)

CLOSE UP on the vivid IRIS/LENS of a green eye, there is
A DISTINCT REFLECTION: The baCK of a RACECAR with its
massive spoiler and the red and white stripes of KERBING
as it ffashes by in the turn.

BoB (vo)
Iler is simply attacking! This is
gonna come down to the last few
laps 1n a come - from-beh ind season
in a career where hers actually
having meteoric success !

JAKE ILER, a fate twenties handsome rogue of a driver, pur-
sues a racing fiveried Huracan in an AMG GT-R during a GT3
race. He is mere feet behind at harrowing speeds and the
two cars exude a CACAPHONY OE NOISE as Jake stalks his prey
around the track.

JEFF (VO)
As they head into the final 1ap it
feels like fate that Iler gets past
coodwin in the #74 Lamborghini. He's
come up six positions .in this final
push for the championship--Donr t
forget, Bob, that he has to get first
pface here to secure the titlel

FROM A HIGH VANTAGE

JESS MARSTEN. a mid twenties stunner, is standing in a VIP
spot where she has a premier view of the track. She is
anxious fora her man to pass, trying to impart the energy
he needs to execute the move.

TRACK'S PRESS BOOTH

Two announcers, BOB and JEFF, caff the race.

BOB
(covers mic) My moneyr s on ller--
(uncovers) --Jake Ifer is doing his
darndest to frustrate and wear down
Goodwin. He has a ton of experience
from a diverse background; motorcy-
c1es, ra1ly-cross, desert trophy

(lioRE )
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iloB (coNT'D)
trucks , open wheel---

ON TRACK

Jake continues to harry the Lambo.

JEFF (VO}
--You're right, werve been covering
him for years at this network and
it's great to see Jake doing so wel_I
in a race he shouldnrt be doing this
well in. Especially considering his
team at Marsten Racing doesntt usually
place near the top at a1l in the
stanCings, and now Jake's one pass
away from giving them a championshipl !

PI'I ROW

Team owner MIKE MARSTEN, a graying yet commanding gent in
his fifties, and his CREW CHIEF watch the action from the
pit waII amongst the other "Team Marsten" CREW MEMBERS.

MIKE
I don't know whether I feel like
kissing him or strangling him.

CH IEF
If we'd gone with a three-stop

he damn sure wouldn't be
where he's at--

MIKE
--!zeah, yeah. I don't pay ya to
tel1 me what I can clearly see!
Just didn't think he'd be able to
get these 1ap times on a two-pit!

CH IEF
Been surprising me all season...

Mi.ke grins and nods with defayed acquiescence.

ON TRACK

Jake goes for the ^inside fine and the two cars tap, both
getting squirrely. Jake makes micro-corrections with GLOVED
Iflt\Ina

In the Lambo, GOODWIN, a handsome young fad himself, taps
his brakes as retributution for the contact.
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In the GT-R, Jake's eyes gleam with the thrilf of the chase.

IN BOOTH

BOB
Whoa-- ! A bit of contact and then a
brake-check by cood\,iin! (covers mic)
--I'n tellin yal

JEFE
(covers mic) Woufdn't catch me
bettinr against himl (uncovers )
Iler shoufd be getting slower lap
times considering how long he's
been on those tires--

ON TRACK

Jake slips slightly and oversteers through a turn and the
Huracan surges ahead.

Jake buries the THROTTLE and tightens his grip on the
steering whee1.

PIT/PADDOCK

Team Marsten watches the leaders duke it out on a MONITOR.

MI KE
Argh ! I Cmoncmoncmonnnn . . . !

VIP

Let'is so! i33tr.. thisl!!!t

ON TRACK

Jake cfoses gap with coodwin by braking later and trying
for inside line again, nearly colliding as they flick
left/right through the CORKSCREW (Turn) .

GOODWIN
Freakin madman-- ! hat's my line !

Jake is holding tight with the side of coodwin like a remora.
Through the final esses, Jake is on the outside as they
approach the fjnal turn, a 1eft.

JEFF (VO)
We've seen ller do this all season;
he forces others to make a mistake.

(MORE )
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JEFF (VO) (CONT'D)
And that means coodwin has to drive
defensively--

The crolvd go to their feet in anticipation, eagerly watching
the last few relevant moments of the race,

BOB (VO)
--You can sense it even from up here
in the booth that coodwin is just
barely hanging onto that lead!
Here comes Iferrs virtually last
chance to pass. . !

Jake inserts himsel-f in the innermost part of the entrypoint,
intending to brake later and when the Huracan is going
to collide with him, Jake goes high around the turn. allowing
Goodwin to make a perfect race line and Jake can only
follow him 1amely j-nto the last straighaway.

IN VIP

Jess crumpLes into a squat, defeatedly.

JES S
Uqhhhh---

PIT WALL

Entire "Team Marsten" puts their hands on their heads j-n co1-
Iective dismay, watching Jake go by they know for cerlain
he's going to take 2nd place instead of the coveted v/in.

The CREW next to them in cood\dinrs TEAM COLORS jumps in
elation, antithetic to Team Marstenrs reaction.

Jake follows Goodr,rin through the CHECKERED FLAG, iust a
few meters behind.

BOOTH

BOB
And Brian coodwin gets the victoryl
I wasn't expecting Ifer to try pass-
ing on the outside in the cT-R--
Especially this late in the race!

Rendered speechless, Jeff looks equally mystified.

OUTER PADDOCKS WALL

Several FEDERAL AGENTS in tacticaL gear and marked windbreak-
(MORE )
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ers are hovering just out of eyeshot from Team Marsten and
adjacent teams; holding PISTOLS and ASSAULT RIFLES at port.
They look about each other with nervous energy.

LEAD AGENT (iNtO RAD IO )
We're al1 set--go ahead and take em'

Agents approach Mike Marsten and another team of them simul-
taneously move into another paddock as they go to their own
targets.

LEAD AGENT (cont'd)
Michaef Marsten ! You're under arrest.
You have the right to-- (zip ties him)

MIKE
(startinq a scuffle)--what the
hefl?l Is this somebody's idea of
a joke? I

JESS I VANTAGE

Agents swarm into specific areas of the pit/paddocks area,
anyone witnessing is visibly and audibly STUNNED,

JESS
Oh God, no...

Equally quj,ck to react are the CAMERA OPERATORS close by,
who were busy shooting the race, d-ivert and are now cap-
turing the arrests.

Severaf scuffles break out as PERPS resist or flee ineffec-
tua1}y. There are small pockets of pandemonium.

IN BOOTH

BOB
Jeff, what the heck is this!?!?

OVER THE PADDOCKS

onlookers over-react and scatter hystericalLy as agents
make arrests.

rr you're *:l:"1X3'this at home, we
are just as shocked as you are! This
is beyond bizarre for a racing event
to be raided. . .

PIT IANE ENTRANCE
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Jake pulls in obliviously and sees the bruhaha of the
arrests, along with the cameras competing for the best shots--

Then he sees Mike being thrown to the ground, two agents
kneel over him as he continues to buck and revolt.

Jake creeps in at a snailrs crawl before the LEAD AGENT
points at him.

LEAD AGENT
Thatrs him! I Thatrs Ilerl!

Several agents point AR's and ye11 histrionically.

AGENT 1 AGENT 2 AGENT 3
Donrt make a Get outta the Donrt even
move! ! car! ! think about itl

ON JESS

She descends the raised viewing area then abruptly stops
to watch the confrontation.

JESS (to herself)
Donrt do anything stupid Jake. . .

IN THE GT-R

Jake's foot hovers over the throttle and his right hand jig-
gles involuntarily as he taunts the shifterl'knob. WilI he bolt?

No. He unlatches the door.

IEAD AGENT
KiIl- the motor ! I

Jake flips a SWITCH and the car dies. He unclips his harness
and gets out cautious Iy .

He's rushed by agents and gets pushed against the roof-
bracing of the car. He notices Jess who is horrified; her
hands cover her mouth in shock.

JAKE
CaIl a lawyer! ! Don't say a word
to these motherfuckers ! !

An agent punches Jake in the kidney for the jibe (oof!)
and yanks his zip-stripped wrists, telegraphing through
his shoulders .

ASSORTED SHOTS OF THE ARRESTS (FOOTAGE)
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VARIOUS SHOTS of the agents puttingf men into custody.

BOB (VO)
Again, if you're watching at home
or later on YouTube, yourre as
shocked as we are in person.
What a black-eye to the racing
wor1d.

Tactically dressed agents frisk an upstanding looking man,
removing his ROLEX.

JEFF (VO)
This is wildly inappropriate--
and j-t'f1 be remembered simply as
an embarras sment .

INT. INTAKE / EOIDING ROOM

Jake and his LAWYER confer,

CUT TO:

- DAY

with Jake handcuffed to the tab1e.

],AWYER
They have a rea1ly solid case against
you. ..
(f1ips through INDICTMENT)
"Conspiracy to distribute cocaine " ,
"Conspiracy to commit money laun-
dering" . . . each one's ten years.

Jake has a vacant stare as he processes this, the color
draining from his face.

IAWYER (cont'd)
You're number one on the indictment
so they think you're the ringleader.
Ergor therers twenty people under
you that are gonna cooperate--
We can't even dream of taking this
to tria1.

JAKE
There's no physical evidence ! !
What about rhabeus corpus' and all
that...? They didn't catch me doing
anything remotely il1egal.

LAWYER
"Ghost Dope". They don't need phy-
sical evidence to make a case.
Just a few of the people under you
has to corroborate their narrative--
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JAKE
--I onl-y know four of the names
even on that fuckin' list! f

LAWYER
(shakes head) Even one person who
tal-ks first and takes the best deal
is gonna be all they need.

JAKE
So: No tria1.

LAWYER
Absolutely no chance. YouId get
thirty years if you took it to
the box and fost.

JAKE
(beat/reeIs incredulous at that figure)
--Why did they make the arrests
at the race...?!

]-AWYER
My friend at the US Attorney's
office said they wanted to make
a statement--even affluent racing
types aren't above " justice" .
(makes air quotes cynically)
Even the DEA had you picked to win
and they wanted to pluck you at
your crescendo.

JAKE
Hm. Ironically, I get some smal-l
pleasure in their disappointment.

( beat )
Alriqht, what do we do?

LAWYER
We take a deaf. In doing so I can
probably get them to drop one of
the counts.

JAKE
a hundred grand to you gets me

plea deal . . .

LAWYER
(shrugs) They have all the cards.
The game is rigged. . .

VISITING ROOM - DAY

a

INT. JAIL
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Jakers in a different outfit and Jess is sitting across from
him, about a meter apart. They extend their bodies to hold
hands, a stentorian voice from a PA blares, "NO CONTACT OR
WErLL TERMINATE THE VISIT". They sit ramrod straight and
then after a breath, relax.

JAKE
My Ia\^/yer says ten years. . .
So, I'm reaIIy looking at seven
and a half with good time.

UESS
(mouth agape) Jesus. . .

JAKE
Look, I don't expect you to have
to do this time, too.

JES S
Oh, fuck off. Are you kidding..?

Jake only stares wide-eyed, unsure how to respond.

JESS ( cont ' d)
Look--I'm gonna be there for you.
(her eyes shimmer)
I love you.

JAKE
WeIl ! (hugely relieved)
Yourve never said that before.

JES S
...Do vou love me?

of course i"1:"" you. r kinda fig-
ured I was gonna spend the rest of
my life with you.

JESS
Jake, I still want to...
whether you have to go to prison
or not. (wipes tear duct)

JAKE
(beat)

What about your Dad? Howrs he
holding up. . ?

JES S
oh god, he's so stressed out. He's
hoping to get l-ess than five years
for money launderj-ng (rol1s eyes)

(MORE )
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-JESS 
(CONT'D)

--.[naE s rhe best his lawyers can
do...

JAKE
I'm so sorry. If I'd kn--

Jess cuts him off with an abrupt HAND SIGNAL and points to
the ceiling, "they're listening". Jake sighs and leans in.

JAKE (cont'd)
I reaIly wish I could hold your hand.

JESS
Just te11 me you love me again?

JAKE
Jessica, I loved you from the moment
T ha+ i r^il! rtt! e _I uu.

JES S
I know.

( beat )
I just needed to hear it.

INT. FEDERAL COURTROOI{ - DAY

Jake stands in front of a very serious. very imposing JUDGE.

Jess is in the BG, looking Iike a ray of sunshine in the
g1oom, the only colorful thing in the room.

J UDGE
I'm sentencing you to 120 months...

GRADUAL DISSOLVE INTO:

Jake goes through a TRANSITION where he's stairding in the
drab courtroom and then his face changes along with the
background.

He becomes more tan and sprouts a beard, his hairline recedes
and his arms are now covered in tattoos.

EXT. PARKING LOT OUTSIDE A PRISON - DAY (7 YEARS LATER)

LONG DISSOLVE ENDS and Jake steps past the prison gate into
a bright, sunny parking area r^/here Jess is waiting for him.

Her hair is longer, she's slightly older too but more at-
tractive than ever.
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They embrace for some time, slowfy rocking and basking in
each otherrs love, alone i.n their own world.

INT. "CUSTOM DT]NES,' FABRICATION WORKSIIOP - DAY

Car parts, engines, and frames of hiqh end dune buggies sur-
round Jake, r^rhere he is busy lathing, makin! a din of RACKET.

His weathered fooking BOSS peeks out from his side off.ice.

BOS S

(no response due to NOISE)
ANDRETTI I I

Jake flips the machine off and turns to face him.

JAKE
Ha! Yeah, boss?

BOS S
I'm gonna split. You vrant overtime?

Jakers conscience fights between work ethic and going home
to Jess.

JAKE
um. . -

(beat)
Yeah. Yeah, sure.

His boss senses his trepidation, then nods and departs,

Jake reactivates the machi-ne.

TIME LAPSE of Jakets SAND RAIL he's working on coming to-
gether. He welds, connects, and fastens in a blfr as the
buggy becomes realized.

NORMAL TIME he's adding a special touch as the PHONE RINGS.

He picks it up after some hesitation.

JAKE
Custom Dunes.

REPORTER (VO)
Hey, I 'm .Iooking f or Jake I1er.

JAKE
(scowls)
..,.speaking.
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REPORTER (VO)
Yourre a tough guy to track down!

JAKE
Apparently not...

rNT. JAKE & JESSI APARTUENT - NIGET

Jess is cutting veggies while food sizzles in BG.

JAKE
I probably shouldn't have even
picked up the phone. . .

JESS
so why did you?

JAKE
...a feeling?

JESS
ooooo, (teasing) You make it sound
ominous-- !
So who was it/what was it about..?

JAKE
This reporter from ESPN. He's act-
ually a producer on that "30 for 30"
show...

1l-\^. + \

Hers talking about doing a document-
ary about me. Itrd be an hour or 90
minutes or thereabouts, depending
on how much I'd be will-ing to com-
mit to--

JESS
--So are you gonna do it...?

JAKE
(rubs his chin, detached)
I dunrLo-. The-fiteiU-a-P::e@
crucified me already.

JESS
But this is different I

JAKE
(j erks head skeptically)
...How?

JESS
This is a chance to tell your side
of the story !
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JAKE
What, how I got some of my best
friends sent to prison for
"conspiracy to sell cocaine". . . ?

JESS
No... you were just doing it so
you could keep the team afloat!

JAKE
Ah, yes I (faux magnanimously)
--The benevolent drug dealer !

JES S
(scoffs) I'm serious. You only
kept doing it so you could keep
my dad from going bankrupt--

JAKE
--No one's ever gonna see it that
way darlin. The truth is bad enough.
I took a huge gamble doing that for
so l-ong and lost everything.

JES S
(beat )

You didn't lose me. . ,

JAKE
(Iooks at her on a tilted head)
YouIre right. . .

JES S
/l-'ar+)

I think you should do it.

JAKE
...Yeah?

JESS
What have you got to lose. . ?

Certainly not you ! I

He approaches her from behind and wraps his
kissing her neck. She responds by nestling

JESS
Mmmm... not even if you tried.

MONTAGE - JAKE. S 'DOCI'I{ENTARY "

arms around her.
into him.
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SCt tO UPBEAT MUS IC .

EXT. LAGUNA SECA RACETRACK- DAY

Jake stands on the perimeter of the vacant track and points
to where the raid happened. while a FIIM CREW and a report-
er/producer in hjs mid-forties, STEVE, capture him.

JAKE
...and they just sl.rarmed like in-
sects...! Like, outta nowhere.

STEVE
What was your initial reaction?

JAKE
--My stomach fell in my asshole!

rNT. CUSTOM DUNES I WORKSHOP - DAY

The Cameraman and Soundcuy on the crew snake around Jake's
work area walk backwards, allowing Jake and Steve to con-
verese while they're being filmed,

JAKE
r L' s humbl ing , but th--

The Soundcuy trips and the MIC BOOM fu11y enters their shot.
Jake and Steve halt abruptfy.

S TEVE
--You ok?

The Soundcuy chuckles heartily and gets himself up.

JAKE
Take two !

INT. JAKE & JESS' GARAGE - NIGHT

Jake has the hood open to a {27 Cohra- 'l'he r-rew, aFFarentl"
off the c1ock. listens to Jake yarn.

so tr" giveXoil"u ".n".---
The crew GROAN in mlrthful anticipation" At that moment,
Jess enters the garage carryi ng drinks for everyone,
pleased to be hostess i rg.

Jake acknowledges her and she makes an expresslon indica-
ting for him not to stop the story.
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JAKE (Contrd)
--And I'm 1ike, "you sure this is

(gruff stage voice )
wooooooosH I lt
Bye eyebrows ! !

Everyone laughs enthusiastically.

EXT. ESPN BUILDINGI LOS ANGELES - DAY

Steve hofds the FRONT DOOR under the MARQUEE open for Jake
to enter.

STEVE
--Between the lighting and sound
capture, it's just more ideaf.

Jake shrugs nonchalantly and enters.

MONTAGE and SONG ENDS

INT. CONI'ERENCE ROOM / ESPN BUILDING, LOS ANGELES - DAY

HANS RICHTER, an urbane German in his mid-sixties, sits
at the head of a large table as the focaf point of several
well-Suited ADVERTISING EXECUTIVES.

There is a POWER POINT PRESENTATION of ESPN and RedBuIl
adverti sing figures in progress.

surT 1 (holdlng PP REMOTE)
(glib1y) So--these are the figures
last year, and we project at least
the next three quarters to 9o....(clicks remote) even better.

HANS
(steeples fingers patiently )
It seems as if we have the ultimate
first worfd problem !

He fooks out the windows and then back at the execs.

HANS lcont'd)
Too much money, and we just need to
find a way to spend it!

Everyone in the room chuckles nervously and fooks at each
other dodgingly.
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HANS (contrd)
Let's take a recess--

More awkward glances around the room because clearly Hans
and his staff are underwhefmed,

MOVING. Hans and hi.s AIDE wander into the connecting hallway.

INT. ESPN BUILDING CORRIDOR - DAY (CONTINUED ACTION)

HANS (in GERMAN)
Another disappointment! ! They want
to do more mermaid cartoons? I
(scoffs)
A1l these amazing minds for adver-
tising and you would think they
coufd come up with something better.

As they walk discreetl-y down the DARKENED corridor they come
upon a recessed, WELL-LIT STUDIO where Jake is being inter-
viewed behind a GLASS PARTITION. They stop to watch and
listen.

. . . Rearry itlT'i'fi'::i3l'iil *",o
by not effectively showing (ticks
off points on fingers) acceleration,
braking, and G-forces. Your audience
canrt understand how absurdly fast
the cars are. They don't understand
how talented the drivers are and
theyrre just on the razor's edge
of control.

. STEVE (OS )
I remember you calling it more of
an "internationa] sport " - -

JAKE
--Right; so itrs hard to identify
with the drivers since none of them
are American. So, that makes it hard
to self the story. More than any-
thing, people--not just Americans,
even--want to see the story unfold;
characters we either love or hate,
the human drama that makes it ex-
citing. It's not just the cars going
around the track--it's the people
in them that we're fascinated with.

A few of the wandering execs from the meeting have
heard the monologue lj.ke a siren call and also listen, rapt,
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HANS
(to his cohorts / spellbound)
Who is that. . . ?

The others shrug and look dejectedly at each other.

HANS ( cont I d)
Itrs too bad hers not a driver! !

AIDE (in GERMAN)
Thatrs Jake Iler. Hers the one who
caused the big drug bust at the
race-track a few years ago"

HANS
(beat/turns to SUIT 2)
..Can f get a copy of that tape?

CLOSE SHOT of Hans, mesmerized as he plots and brainstorms.

surT 2 (os )
Uhhh... surel Ir11 see what I can do!

TIME CUT

Jake is wrapping up hj.s interview, removing his mic and
handing it over to a producer.

SEeveshakes his hand and Jake turns to Ieave, and then aI-
most collides with lIans, waiting in the hallway.

JAKE
Uh, excuse me.

HANS
Actually, pardon me. I'd like to
introduce myself. (puts hand out)
Hans Richter. (they shake)
Coul,dn't help but catch some of
your conversation.

JAKE
Oh! r, uh- - ._d-idn.:l-th
was really listening...

HANS
It \^/ould seem that many people will
be listening, soon enough. (Indi-
cates to cameras behind partition)

JAKE
(beat)

. . .Very true .
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HANS
I was wondering if I miqht take you
to dinner, where we can discuss some
ideas I have...

JAKE
Uhhhh, my girl is uh, waiting for
me.

(chuckreslnSll 1., she's invited,
too I

INT. BUSY RESTAURANT - NIGET

The trio sit in a booth, the tabfe is filled with almost-
finished plates and they appear content and amiable.

HANS
...and so I'm at the twilight of my
careerf and it feefs like I've put
myself out to pasture-- my current
assignment is taking an exorbitant
budget and relating it to an over-
saturated and apathetic US market.

(beat )

But there was something you said
about getting Americans to watch
Formula One--which we've already
i rvested urtofd fortunes in--
it seems the best payoff irould be
to get the audience emotionally
invested...

JAKE
(beat)

fhe best way would be lo put an
American in the cockpit.

HANS
(nods ) We Ge.rmans went nuts over
Schumacherr the Brazilians are sti11
fanatical about Senna, but Ameri.cans
have ( pantomj-me s "nothing" )

JAKE
The greatest moments for the sport
are when the drivers win in their
native country. But that's impos-
sibl-e with no US driver--

HANS
--What if I brought you on as a. ..

(MORE)
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HANS (CONT'D)
consuftant to RedBul-], racing. You
have... all this insj-der knowledge.
We could...cuftivate a search. . , --

JESS
--You guys are amazing I It's so
obvjous; Lhe answer's right in
front of you I

Jake and Hans look at each other for a moment and then back
at Jess.

JESS (contrd)
(pointing at each, respectJ-ve1y)
You need a driver, you are a driver.

HANS
(very skept j.cal )
But,.. Eormula One? It is the
pinnca1e... It is--

JAKE
--I can drive anything.

1orr".r.ppiifi3-n" .ur., drive anything.

Hans is not convinced. He looks disappointed to kil,l their
nascent enthusi-asm.

JAKE
I've been out of the saddle for a
whi1e, but put me in something with
a motor and I'fl make that thing go.

JESS
It's true. Whatever hers in--

HANS
--ok, kids! You can stop hitting me
over the head with your... subtle
innuendo...

JAKE
Hans, I can tell you have clout at
your company.
(Hans nods grudgingfy)
And you're clearfy a racing fan--
you know the sport.

(beat)
So you know it's 90 percent mental.
I might be a Lad older than when I
went away in my prime, but I

(MORE )
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haven'. r.:t*: i::l::''
(starts to kld)
--I might even be sharper than ever...

Hans keeps his expression equivocal.

JAKE (cont'd)
In the beginning we just do this
low-key: no publicity, no cameras.

(beat )

No face to fose.

This strikes a special chord with Hans.

JAKE (contrd)
You put me in an RB17...
and Irfl show you fast.

Hans holds JakeIs assured gaze for a prolonged moment. Then
he looks away and nods thoughtfufly.

DISSOLVE INTO:

EXT. REDBULL RING/TEST TRACK, AUSTRIA - DAY

Sweeping vj-ews of the stunning backdrop, the picturesque
and verdant Austrian hifls contrast the asphalt of the track
and its billiard-smooth surface.

A low cfoud moves over the land as earfy morning becomes mid.

Jake is standing over the RB17 and admiring it for the work
of art that it is. He puts a hand on it and lets the car's
organic energy flow into him.

The group of accompanying ENGINEERS do not fook pleased to
be letting this outsider 1ay even a hand on their treasured
creation. Folded arms and scowls convey their feelings known
but Jake smiles hugely despite them.

Jess is equally happy for him, sensj-ng his eagerness.

A taIf, imposing Swede in his mid-fifties. AXEL BLAUKAMP
(the TEAM PRINCIPAL) , walks into the paddock/garage.

HANS
Jake, this i"s AxeI Bfaukamp.
Axef, Jake ller.

JAKE
Really fantastic meeting you--
(extends hand) I've followed your

(MORE )
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JAKE (CONT I D)
career, especially your ral-Iy back-
ground- -

Axel-doesn't extend his own hand, He stands a meter away from
Jake, looking at his physique. Then he looks Jake j.n the eye.

AXEL
You are far too heavy. There is no
way I can make a bal-Iast adjustment
this 1ate.

Axel shoots a pointed fook at Hans ruho is shocked.

JAKE
Wait, this is just a test-run so
thatrs kind of a non-issue, and
at some point I can shed some KGts
if need be. But as long as there's
enough legroom, I reallt need to
get into that car.

AxeI glances at the car and then back at Jake. His glare
would cause anyone to relent, but Jake makes himself an
inch taller by standing more erect.

JAKE
(Congenially) We're already here. . .

Let's do this.

HANS
(beat/narrows eyes slightly )
Get him suited ! I

Jess stifles an applause. She, Jake and Hans share a conspir-
atorial smile lrhi1e everyone else remains cold and irritated.

MECHANICS and engineers start bustling to get the car ready.

AXEL
Herr llerl Once you're in the car
and j-t's started, it's quj-te tricky
to get it moving. I assume you've
read about it.

JAKE
I have.

AXEL
cood, it won't be an issue then.
--But if you canrt do it quickly it
becomes an issue because the englne
and components have to stay in a very
narrow temperature band, so everything

(MORE )
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has to ,. i:::.J::*1,'ln" auxirriary
fans have to come out.

JAKE
It won't be an issue.

. . .W"'11 
":::"

TIME CUT:

Racing-suited Jake cl-imbs into the car and itts visbly
uncomfortable. The STEERING WHEEL gets put on and now
itrs doubly restrictive. Jake gulps with effort.

JAKE I S POV as the 'rHALO" is placed and we see through Jake's
aspect of how constricted his/our world has become.

He gj-ves a thumbs-up to an ENGINEER, who taps a keyboard
and the engine ROARS to li-fe.

The NOISE is staggering. Jess mouths "oh my god" as she
dons a pair of huge EARPIECES.

REVERSE ANGLE of Jake leavj.ng the garage, and then creeping
along pi-t lane. He smokes the tires for a moment.

JAKE (VO) [ Radio ' throughout ]
Just putting some heat in 'em.

The crew is irritated further, exchanging grimaced glances,
while Hans and Jess are an island of joviality.

ON CAR

Jake is doing hard side-to-side driving, warming everything
up, intermittently hitting the BRAKES and keeping engine
REVS high.

AXEL (VO) [also via radlo]
Thatrs great ll-er, but also be mind-
fu1 of the brakes because if they're
cold they wilf lock up and yourll
have fl-at spots on your tires -i.n
moments. cet the brakes hot way be-
fore you hit corners hard or this
session will be a short one.

JAKE (VO)
Yeah, don't forget I've read a11111
about it!
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JAKE I S POV as he enters Remus (Turn 2) and rockets arvay, Our
first taste of the incredible speed.

JAKE (VO)
Oh my godl ! !

GARAGE

Some of the engineers can't help but grin as his excitement
is contagious over their radios.

ON TRACK

AERIAL SHOT of Jake going through Turas 5/6/7, owning the
race 1ine.

PIT WALL

Jake flies by and Jess waves excitedly.

JAKE (VO)
Hi Jess ! !

Her subsequent giggles are drowned out by the enginers ROAR.

QUICK CUTS of Jess and Hans rrratching him go by several more
times as the sun rises imperceptibly.

ON TRACK (CONTINUOUS ACTION} :

JAKE'S POV as he goes by Jess and Hans at a blurring speed.

He accelerates to 190 MPH and then brakes hard into Turn 1.

GARAGE

AXEL
oK, you are running decentfy through
the checkpoints for your power handicap.

JAKE (VO)
. (stunned) --Handicap? ! ? I

TRACK

AXEL (VO)
Ja, you are running at 75 percent
power...



,itlt, 'uo'...You mean it goes even faster? I

GARAGE

AXEL
Ja--- substantiaL ly ,

,itXt, 'uo'Wel1.... add some of that juice ya
salty Swede ! !

Hans l-aughs openly and Jess turns beet red.

AXEL
...You have to bring her into the
garage to do so, Herr I1er.

TIME CUT:

Jake is pushed by the crew/reversed into the bay and he
pops off the Halo and gets out of the car in a flourish.

JAKE
WOOOOOI ! ! Al-most better than sex! !

,fess glares at him admonishingly.

JAKE (conttd)
---almost !

Hans is the only one to laugh.

AXEL
Herr lLer, may I speak r^/ith you a
moment?

Jake fof lo\4rs Axel to an open area in the pit lane where
AxeI lights up a cigarette.

JAKE
(breathLessl-y) eefore you say any-
thing, Iid like to apologize for
what I said; I got caught up in
the moment and was having a bit too
much fun. You gotta understand this
is the opportunity of a lifetime
and if things go well-, we could be
working together. what do you say
we start off on a better foot?

Axel puffs and exhales, really contemplating the proposition.
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It's a stare down with diminished hostility as Axel really
studies him.

Axel flicks the cig and offers his hand to shake. Jake takes
it.

AXEL
We can try this again.
(louder) Put the power to 85 percent!

JAKE
75 to B5?

AXEL
Itrs a big jump, Ifer--you'11 see.

CUT TO;

ON TBACK (CONTINUOUS ACTION)

Jake approaches Turn 2/Remus again and gets after it,
ANOTHER ANGLE rocketing away.

JAKE (VO)
Sweet Mother Mary and Jo! !
This is only at 85?!?!

GARAGE

ua -!-Lc! , werre feeding you graduall-y.
That t s quite the pricey machine you
pifot.

TRACK

JAKE (VO)
(ECU on his EYES) I can teII.

Jake enters Turn 3 and gyrates through with the new power,
almost losing it but a quick flick of his hands maintains
control and he barrels toward Turn 4.

JAKE (non-radio voice )

Quite the machine, indeed.

PIT WALL

He flies past Jess and the garage again, she watches intently.

ON TRACK

Jake brakes absurdly Late into Turn 1
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AXEL (VO)
Once again I1er, your checkpoint
times aren't terrible. Come in for
more,.. juice, if you please.

JAKE (VO)
Ooo, I love it when you talk like
that.

GARAGE

The engineers snicker and are coming around to him.

TIME CUT:

Jake comes into the bay agaj.n, pops out and is awash in sweat
and is now far more demure, visibly worn-out.

AXEL
Put the ECU at 95.

1pri,r-t.tyJtlEaxut) r,"t' s
put it to 100 so f can really feel
how itls gonna be.

AXEL
(beat)

...Negative. 95 for now.

Despite thej-er discretion, everyone s a\,v the interaction and
the engineers input the new (952) command into LAPTOPS.

Jake looks around and Jess saunters up to him.

JESS
How is it?

JAKE
. . . . indescribably fast.

"Better than sex". .'. ?

JAKE
Ummm... it's... (stifling a grin)
. . . di fferent .

JESS
(scowls amused) Mm-Hmmm....

CUT TO:

ON TRACK
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Jake is shooting out of the pit .lane, on the charge up the
hill before ?urn 2.

JAKE (VO)
I'm still not at full power?!

He takes Turn 2 really fast, almost losing it like how he
forced a correction on the l-ast power increase, gyrating
and having to make overt adjustments just to stay on track.

He plunges ahead into the different race lines of Turns
3,4,5, 6, and 7, \^rhere the corresponding tire is in the
very apex of each turn, riding the kerbs aggressively.

AXEL (VO)
Timing sector two is looking great.

Jake enters Turn 8/Rindt and brakes heavy, locks up for the
briefest moment, throttfes out and goes into a spin and
ends up in the run-off area.

The car stall-s and the SOUNDS OF NATURE envelope Jake as
he hits the steering whee1.

shir! ! !

GARAGE

Jess sees the l-aptops are reading erratically and looks con-
cerned. She glances at Hans who shares the same affect.

rler! You :Xi"....rrer! !

JAKE (VO)
Yeah, I'm fine -- it's stalled out.
You're gonna have to give me a start.

Axel- looks amused as he glances towards Hans and Jess.
Their disappointment is transparent'i and his look becomes
one of empathy.

CUT TO:

TRACK

The AMG Wagon comes up to the stranded car and the cre\,,/ pops
out to plug in the STARTING DEVICE.

Jake looks toward the distance and sees Jess atop a buil-ding,
blowing him a kiss, making him smile, his black cloud lifted.



TIME CUT:

Jakers back in the R817, approaching the pit lane entrance.

AXEL (Vo)
Come back in and we'll call it a
day.

JAKE (VO)
One more lap, just to put some heat
in the tires. .

Axel is on the pit wall flexing his jaw angrily, watching
Jake f1y by at speed and shakes his head.

CU? TO:

GARAGE

Jake gets pushed back into the garage again and he jumps out
of the car with chifd-1ike excitement.

JAKE
Let's put it at 100 percentl I
I rm cooking vrith FIRE ! I !

AXEL
Nejr thatrs it for today. You lost
control and it wasn't even at the
power cei Iing.

JAKE
(beat)

. . . Hey Axel, when the horse thro\,rs
you, you get back on.

Axel, shakes his head "no", then heads over to the Iow wall
to lean on. Jake f ollor.vs him over.

The garage is tense and the crew busies themselves.

JAKE (cont'd)
Ax. you said yourself that I was
nailing the times. Let me prove
to you I'm more than .capabler.
Come on, the fuel's 1ow-- just
a fe\d more laps and then I'11 be
outta your hair.

Axef stares into Jake, not gi.ving an indication of his thoughts.

JAKE (contrd)
...because we both know there's no
more second chances. This isn't

(MORE )
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JAKE (CONT I D)
gonna happen tomorrow (indicating
the crew) --so there's only today.
(softly) Just one more chance...

Axel looks into the distance and shakes his head almost
imperceptibly. Then--

AXEL
(sof tl-y to match) Ja 7 OK.
(louder) Put the engine at the
Iimit! No packing up yet! !

Axel walks away and Jake has to stifle his excltement. He
acknowledges a fook from Hans and Jess and then silently
clutches.

CUT TO:

TRACK (CONTTNUOUS ACTION )

The car leaves pit Lane a hair LOUDER with fresh SLICKS.

LOWER POV shows the vehicle covering dj-stance faster than
ever.

Jakers hands deftl-y fiddle with the steering wheel controls
as he goes along the back straight before the quick Turn 3-7
sequence.

JAKE (VO)
OK, great balance and contact coming
out of Worth Kurve, virtually no
understeer, which I'm loving--
this thingr s on raiIs.

GARAGE

Axel gl-ances at an ENGfNEER, taps his watch and the engin-
eer nods subtly with an appraising g1eam.

Jess watches Jake fly by the usual finish line/timing sector
and a DIGITAL DISPLAY reads ,,1:23.267,'

The whole garage makes an impressed 'oooou sound, quite
audibly.

JESS
Is that good. . . ?

Several engineers glance at her and then at each other in-
credulous 1y .

Axel beckons Hans over to speak privately.
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You are ,rtf;* Ji: ffffiI'r,"..
Have you spoken to him about a
contract?

TIME CUT:

Jess is looking on as Jake passes again and the sun is low.
In the diminishing l-ight her smile j-s dazzlrng, Iove radiating
from her. The car's ROAR crescendos and then fades.

FADE OUT

FADE IN:

INT. REDBULT RACING IIQ (MILTON KEYNES) - DAY

Hans stands outside a glass partition watching Jake in a
driving simulator.

Jake gives untellj-gibIe /AD LIB feedback to the TECHNICIANS
in the room-

The session halts and Jake removes his helmet, showing sev-
eral months of BEARD GROWTH. He sees Hans and goes to him
and they embrace like o1d comrades.

HANS
Hovr' goes the sim life?

JAKE
Ehhh... it's not quite what I
thought driving in Formula One
would entail, but it's not the
worst v/ay to make a living.

HANS
Well as that Americanism goes,
I must tel1 you: "be careful- what
you wish for "

.Take scre\ds up his face quizzically.

HANS (cont'd)
Oh, so Irm the first to tell you?
Lucky mel Not so lucky for Martin
Aflenby who broke both legs rally-
ing i.n Turkey.

Jake looks embarassing]y hopeful for a flash and then stifles

JAKE
Sooo.. whors the vacancy going to?



HANS
Itrs yours, if you want it.

JAKE
(be at )

. . .You're serious ?

HANS
Axel was actuafly the one who sug-
gested I break it to you--
Sorry! Bad pun...

(beat)
What do you say?

JAKE
I think you know the anshrer--

HANS
Welcome to the big leagues, kiddol t

Jake has to sit down in the darkened VR seat to absorb the
news. A mix of elation and disbelief register on his mien.

His face is LIT by a Mediterranean sun as he DISSOLVES INTO:

EXT. MONACO - DAY

Jake is leaning over the balcony of his hotel. The harbor is
rife with mega-yachts, and the passing cars under him are
nothing less than Rolls-Royce and Bentfeys, resplendent in
the sunfight.

The boutique stores are Gucci, Versace, Prada, et.aI.--
The exteriors are }tErble or (chrome, A luxuriant energy per-
vade s .

Jess puts her hand on his shoufder and his arm goes around
her rdaist. They digest and inhale the splendour and opulence.

JESS
I'm so happy for you...

Jake looks at her for a long moment and shakes his head "no"
1i9ht1y, and it makes her squirm under his gaze.

JAKE
Be happy for us.

Jess loves this and squeezes Jake tighter. Jake casts his
glance to a block over where he sees his swarthy, Italian
team-mate NINO GRAZZANO being hounded by paprazzi and their
eyes meet for a f1ash. Jake recedes from the balcony,
pushed suggestively by .less with a devious chuckle.
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Nino narrohrs his eyes r^rith enmity even after Jakers vanished.

oFFSCREEN an Fl engine SCREAMS as it UPSHIFTS,

SMASH CUT TO:

MONACO RACTRACK

Jakers RB17 is coming out of the tunnel, into the light,
continually acceleratj-ng.

MARK (VO)
..the kind of shockwaves Jake Iler
is causing as Allenby's replacement,
l-ooking tremendous, coming out shrin-
ging in practice and the first
quafi fier.

PAT (VO)
Is it a testament to Red BuIl making
successfuL mid-season changes to the
car to remain competitive, or is
Iler the real deal ?

MARK (VO)
--or both? Here's his time--

Q2 time ends according to a DISPLAY in BG.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. MONACO COMMENTATOR I S BOOTH - DAY

MARK, an Englishman and PAT, a ruddy Scotsman, both in a
state of constant excitement and journaListic wonder, react.

MARK PAT
OHHHHHH! ! ! Woooow! ! !

The visible crowd reacts likewise.

MARK
Iler finishes faster than Grazzano
in Q2 ! !

PAT
welf, AxeI Blaukamp's job just
became much more j-nteresting.

CUT TO:

INT/EXT - REDBULLIS RACING PADDOCK/GARAGE - DAY

Jake gets out of the car and is thronged by attentive media,
( MORE )
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crew, engineers, and Jess off to the side.

Nino starts CLAPPING and draws attention-

NINO
Letrs hear it for the great US
(clapping stops )
Butttt, I think you're better
for stock cars, eh Ifer?

JAKE
Cfearfy not, since I've got a
time than you. .

rivalry is born and everyone watches,

import !

suited

faster

mesmerized.

N INO
Nah.. maybe there's a dirt track
that's a better place for you...
--That seems like your kind of
environment.

what's .r"iif"*r"o: everyone says
you're an asshole-- (glances at watch)
--but it took me record time to
find out ! !

Everyone snickers and the tension ratchets. Nj.no becomes
apoplectic--

NINO
Hey ller! ! This is my teaml ! !

--Afte.r the next qualifier you'I1
get used to being behind me. And
then you can take your (sputtering)
pathetic ass to some... Prison
league--

Jake bulfrushes up to Nino/ getting right in his face. tow-
ering over him. A MIC BOOM is hovering just over them.

JAKE
You vr'anna talk about prison..?
Thatrs where I fucked prettier men
than you for running their mouths,
and since you can't seem to shut
your trap, I'm gonna take extra
speci,al care making you my bitch--

Jess yanks Jake's arm and pulfs him away. Jake is looking
maniacally sadistic and Nino is terrified. The onlookers
are now in an uproar and Jake finally notices them.
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tln " v.rrl*ii"n.rt,Jesus christ Jake! I

JAKE
---what? ! ? !

so now ,orYlStro. a thins for
brunettes...??!

JAKE
(be at )

You heard that. . ! ?

JESS
(through cfenched teeth)
..Everyone heard that! I !

INT. REDBULL VIP AREA - DAY

Hans and other BIGWIGS are schmoozing in the festive
atmosphere.

Hans' aide approaches him, urgently.

AIDE
Your presence is needed--

Hans' look changes to puzzled concern.

AIDE (cont'd)
--damage control.

INT. RECESSED PADDOCK - MOMENTS LATER

Hans with Jake as Jess l-ooks on.

HANS
This is bigger than your ego nord,
rde have co-sponsors and companies
that are on that car. Their names
and reputations that they have paid
to put on there, and the way you
act reflects on them! !

JAKE
Ya know, Hans--if I'da kno\,In You
were gonna lecture me l-ike this I
wouldn't have said annnnything to
the guy insulting me in front of...
1itera1ly everyone ! ! !



HANS
There are better ways of handling--

JAKE
--1 thought this was all about pub-
l-icity! Ya know: rNo such thing
as bad publicityl' (mocking )

Hans exhafes theatrical-ly, refusing to t,e baited.

IIANS
Yourre not just a driver anymore.
Yourre the face of a brandl
I need you at your best--your most
professional--a11. ze. time.

JAKE
(grunts )

HANS
I need you to be that charasmatic
gentleman I met in the studio in
Ca1ifornia....
We value you for your personality
as much as your driving abilities.
But f need you to be humble.

JAXE
(be at )

Ok Hans.

HANS
There will be fallout from this
for quite some time.

Jake looks at Jess, at last r^/ith real concern.

HANS (cont I d )

I'm not mad. I'ir just disappointed.

JESS
That's way worse ! I

AII three falf into easy laughter as levity is restored.

INT. REDBULL GARAGE - DAY

AxeI is in an out-of-the-way area and beckons Jake to him
while crewmembers hustle and bustle with the car.

AXEL
For Q3 you're going to be on softs
and Grazzano's on super-soft,
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JAKE
(be at )

. . . for any particular reason. . ?

Thatr s gonna make it way hard.er
get a good spot on the grid.
--I was thinking I'd be running
super or even hyper-soft.

AXEL
This isn't my first day, I1er.
Irm the one responsible for deciding
these things.

JAKE
But the tires f run in Q3 are the
same ones I start the race with! !
Do Nino and I have different pit
strategies or something. . . ?

AXEL
Yourre catching on kvick... !
The situation will be very fluid
once the race begins tomorrow.
Do you have to piss?

No.

AXEL
Then get ready. Werre on deck.

CUT TO:

INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Jake and Jess are in comfort/relax wear. Jake is makinQ
scrambled eggs.

JAKE
Arqhhhhhh! ! ! Of course he gets a
better time when he got better
tire s I !

(beat)
--Sixth place ! !

Impetuously, Jake ffings the skillet/spatul-a/eggs at the walf.

JESS
Jeez, honey--(moves to get up)
--You're takj-ng that whole 'break
some eggs to make an omelet' thing
to a whooole new l-eve1.

to

on



( rubbins,lit^?u"" f rurbled )
Fuck, I'm sorry- -

JESS
--1 got it, I got it.

,i3ii,
Now I feel like an ass...

JES S
We11, yeah.

She smiles ironically and he can't help but do the same.

JESS (cont'd)
Whatrs so bad about starting in
sixth? Canrt you make up for it
throughout the race.. ?

JAKE
(beat)

This is just a really difficult
course to pass. There's only one
DRS zone and itrs rea1ly short com-
pared to other tracks--

JESS
--wait: DRS is. . . ?

(flatlY) oilfEt"a,r"tion sYstem.

JESS
Oh, f j.ke when the spoiler drops I

(teasins) ifllu=o*"orr" was payins
attention. . !

JES S
Duhl (playing along )
...But explain it, anyway.

Naturalty i3[X="u,-- rn the qua].-
ifiers I was using it pretty much
at will-, but during the race there,s
only one spot on the front straight
where it comes on automatically.

He uses two sugar packets to make a mini -DEMONSTRATION.



JAKE (contrd)
But you have to be .Iess than a sec-
ond away from the car in front of
you for it to activate--

JES S
--Does the guy in front get it.
also?

JAKE
Good question, (uses a 3rd packet)
--On1y if there's someone within
a second ahead of him.

JESS
So: it makes passing easier.

prec i set-y ! 

JllEra 
ra Monaco the area

is so short and the leader is al:
lowed to block once, so it virtually
renders it obso.Iete. Vroom! Screech!
( simul-ates block w/sugar) ..Then
the rest of the course is really
narrow and tight--

JESS
--Oooo, we like that.

Ha, we u".'t[Xtr" and then sets serious)
..It's just a huge setback from
where I shoulda started.

JESS
Jake, you can't think l-ike that.
You gotta think positive. Donrt
defeat yourseff before you've even
started the race. . Think about ho\,r
fortunate you are--we are. (smiles)
Remember rtrhere you were this time
last year?

JAKE
You have a wonderfuf way of giving
me perspective, my dear.

JESS
Thatrs not al,I f'm good for, I'm
afso a better cook than you!! Let
me make it this time and we'I1 see
how it turns out. You relax, Shool

He sits on the barstool opposite her and admires her.
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"o,r" ,o,.r. 'o*u

she winks and cracks an egg.

JESS
See? It doesn't have to be so violent!

CUT TO:

EXT. MONACO STARTfNG GRID - DAY (CONTINUOUS ACTION)

Jess is watching from Turn 1 (St. Devote) as the race begins.
The engines I DOPPLER EFFECT make an impending wall of sound
as the cars come tovrards her, condensing, as if many coL-
lisions are imminent.

JESS
Holy shit ! ! !

The cars in P4&P5 touch tires directly in front of Jess and
careen across Jake's trajectory and go into the inside
runoff-area as he narrowly misses them.

JAKEts PoV as he's now P4, the incapacitated cars blur by
and he charges up Beau Rivage (Turn 2) into Massenet (Turn 3) .

ANOTHER ANGLE Of P1 (NinO) ANd P2 (SCHUSTER) ATC dEAd CVCN
and have a .75 sec fead over the rest of the pack.

WITH JAKE as he follows P3 closely into Mirabeau (Turn 5) .

GRAND HOTEL HAIRPIN (Turn 6) seems to narrow before them,
Jake takes the inside line and brakes later than P3, forcing
P3 to the outside line.

Jake over-throttles and intentionafly makes the car step-out
in a brilliant overtake. Rubberized DEBRIS is shot onto P3rs
vi sor .

ON NINo and P2 as they are in Turns 7&8, P2 frustrates Nino
as they go into the tunnel for the first time.

P2 rides in Nino's slipstream and advances, almost touching.

JAKETS POV as he comes out of the tunnel to see Nino and P2
braking before weaving through Nouvell-e Chicane (Turn 11).
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COMMENTATOR I S BOOTH

MARK
Wel1, that had all the thrills that
one could want from an opening lap!

PAT
What jumped off the page for me,
Mark, was ho!,, RedBull-rookie Iler
has gone from P6 to third! !

CUT TO:

.fESS I VANTAGE

She watches Nino and P2 go around Turn l and Jake's just
over a second behind them, cheering with the throng of fans.

AXEL / PADDOCK

Axef taps an engineer on the shoulder, cueing him to switch
a MONITOR to another type of display.

AXEL
I1er, how's the car ?

JAKE I S POV as he takes on Beau Rivage, cycling up the gears,.
manipulating controls on the steering whee1, very busy--

JAKE (VO)
A lot different than VR! !

riow,s that])'ll.llo'
JAKE (VO)

I'm fine ! Kinda busy!

Jake tackles Massenet and Casino (Turns 3&4), continually
losing sight of P1 and P2 who are stiI1 over a second del-ta
out front.

AXEL / PADDOCK

Ja, la--great start... lots of
laps to go!

A small sardonic smile plays on his lips from getting to be
the antagonist for a moment.

TRACK
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Jake enters into the tunnel, then bursts out into the day-
light in a QUICK SERIES OF SHOTS/OVERLAPS, where p1 and p2
get continually closer as he closes the delta on then.

TIME CUT:

AT TURNS 5-8

Jake is now less than .25 second behind p2 as they enter the
technical section.

MARK (VO)
Iler i-n P3 is almost abl-e to reach
out and touch Schuster's brake light
in the Mercedes ! !

PAT (VO)
I love houl Ilerrs been able to ad-
vance on the leading pair; both of
them on super-softs and because of
their inability to get away from each
other, werve got the rookie in his
maiden race come to badger then as welll

Jake brakes extremely late into Nouvelle Chicane after the
tunnel, deftly sliding through the guick left/right and
forces P2 Mercedes into the Kerbing, overtaking.

MARK (VO)
Iler is directly behind the veteran
Grazzano-- !

rf this t"":l iY?l"sion of their heated
exchange in the paddock, then they are
both driving with something to prove I

Jakers DRS activates for him after Turn 19 and he goes for
an overtake on Ninors 1eft, to which Nino blocks success-
fu1ly as he takes a wide race line into Turn 1.

The crowd is roaring as the two RedBull cars head into the
technical section and we have QUICK CUTS from a balcony at
Turn 3, then:

STREET LEVEL at Turn 4.

The duo gyrates below Turn 5.

REVERSE ANGLE as the two cars plunge into Turn 6.

JAKE'S POV as he is heart- stoppingly close to Nino into
Turns 7&8.
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Jake gets into Nino's slipstream in the tunnef.

CLOSE UP on Nino's RIGHT MIRROR and when they bfaze into the
light lJino loses him for a flash as Jake's shifted to his 1eft.

END QUICK CUTS

TRACK

Itrs 180 MPH chicken as they approach Nouveffe Chicane andJake is wheel-to-rvheel from Nino, just inches apart.
They have to brake to 40 MpH and Jake hanqs on Nino's leftrear like a tick.

They are dead even approaching Tabac (Turn 12) which is verytight but Jake has a better fine and forces Nino to outsidel
Jake notr has a ] car length's lead as he heads into piscine I(Turns 73 / 74\ .

ANOTHER ANGLE on front AERO which alfows Jake to compfete
the takeover throughout the dynamic turn, at 125 MpH lnd cfim-bing.

HIGHEST VANTAGE of the crowd shows the ecstatic multitude
as Jake cements his pass through piscine II (Turns 15/t61 .

IN IHE PADDOCK Axel puts a hand on hr_s chest and takes a
deep breath, relieved there wasn't a crash.

ON TRACK

Jake passes by Jess in the front straightaway, she has both
arms up in celebration and everyone in si_ght is equaLly
enthraffed.

Nino gets DRS and attempts to pass Jake on inside but Jake
bfocks as they head into Turn 1, thwarting Nino.

PAr (VO)
fler seems to hold the lead for nowl !

COMMENTATOR I S BOOTH

MARK
What an incredible feat if he came
from sixth to r,sin at Monaco in his
debut race I I

PAT
Unheard of! ! Unfathomablel I
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MARK
Well--start 'fathoming' , because this
veritable newcomer's leading I !

Pat acknowledges Mark with an overt .rook: "touche"

TRACK

Nino follows Jake through the technical section of Turns 5-8
and the delta increases minutely with each turn,

NrNo (vo)
Axe1, I'm gonna box for fresh shoes.

PADDOCK

Axel makes a gesture to the team, already prepping.

AXEL
Confirm. See you in a moment.

TRACK

Jake sees Nino pull off after Turn 18 as he takes Turn 19,
CLoSE UP on his eyes emit relief. He's alone with the lead
for a moment.

PIT LANE

Nino gets fresh tires in a blistering sub two second change.

TRACK

Jake flies past Massenet/Turn 3.

JAKE (VO}
Irm l-ooking for some new rubber, boss,

PADDOCK

AxeI makes "get ready" gesture again.

AXEL
Ja, you read my mind. Box this pass.

A MECHANIC cl-ose to Axel is rubbing his wrist tenderly and
makes a pained expression, but no one notices.

Jake rockets through Turn 17 and brakes hard through 18,
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then intentionally steps out the rear as he goes into the
pit lane.

His speed seems like a crawl as he has to stay under the 80
KPH LIMIT, he gets to the waiting crew and slrerves to them.

They attack the car vnith blurring alacrity--but the ailing
mechanic boggles up the front left tire and Jakers eyes panic.

After a few precious seconds the wheel goes on and Jake
mashes the throttle to get back to the Pit Lane exitjust in time to see Nino zoom by.

AXEL (in SWEDISH )

GOD DAMN IT! ! !

He confronts the Mechanic who erred--

AXEL (in ENGLISH)
WHAT THE FUCK WAS THAT?!?!

The faul-ty Mechanic quails under his wrath. His comrades
shake their heads in shame.

TRACK

Jake now has a huge four-second delta and watches Nino
disappear around Massenet (Turn 3) when he's barely at the
incline of Beau Rivage (Turn 2).

PAT (VO}
Oh, what a turn of events as Ilerrs
crew surely flubbed his stop! !

MARK (VO)
Reminds me of a man saying it would
be "unfathomable" to think he could
pull off such a stunt.

COMMENTATOR I S BOOTH

Pat fiffs with mock hubris.

PAT
A very... perceptive man said that.

MARK
(rol-Is eyes) We've really got to get
your adjectives under control ! !

JESS



In her viewing area, Hans approaches her.

She glances at the STANDINGS TOWER and it reads " LAP 42/78,
P1 GRAZ--, rLER +4.32''

JES S
Jakers got an uphi11 battl-e.

HANS
True enough . ..
He should be able to keep pace.
and second place in his first time
out is nothing to be ashamed of.

JAKE I S PoV as he assaults the Technical Section, making ad-
justments on the steering wheel as he careens forth.

JESS (OS )
He won't be happy rrith second...
It's really amazi-ng to see him racing
again, it's so good for him. But he
didn't make it this far just to fal1
short- -

Jake pops out of the tunnel into the daylight, he sees Nino
going through the Chicane 4 sec ahead. CLOSE UP on his eyes
narrow.

JESS

^JESS--Ya Know /

Hans simply nods and smifes enigmatically.

JES S
(more to herself) Definitely not over.

She glances agai-n at the STANDINGS TOWER as it reads
"LAP 42/78, P1 GRAZ--, rLER +4.11"

DISSOLVE/TIME CUT:

It no\,n reads "LAP 70/78, P1 GRAZ--, ILER +1.02" and then
"LAP 7L/78..." as Nino goes through the START/FrNISH LINE
and Jake is a literal second behind him. Jess' hair bfows
from the air wash as she watches vigiLantly.

TRACK

The two continue their duel around Turn l and up the incline.

MARK (VO)
Credit Axel Blaukamp's foresight of

(MORE)
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MARK (VO) (CONT ' D )putting his Pl and 2 drivers onto an
opposed tire strategy, allov/ing fler
and Grazzano to get comfortably in
front of the rest of the field as
we near the end of this race!

PAT (VO)
I hate to beat you over the head with
my own unfathomables--

COMMENTATOR I S BOOTH

Mark visibly cringes.

MARK
. . r thought you'd let that dj e ! !

Y'r not n"ltT"n off that easy, o1d
boy-- ! I

TRACK

The duo head into the tunnel and Jake closes delta percep-
tibly in Nino ' s slipstream.

MARK (VO}
--And neither i.s Grazzano as Jake Iler
is looking to keep sparring! !

Jake brakes far fater than Nino into the Nouvelle Chicane,
on Nino's left, interrupting Nino's race line or a collision
is imminent, Nino accedes him the space and Jake takes over.

PAT (VO)
Itrs the same move he puffed on Schusterl
cTazzano is simply being bullied by
his own team-mate ! !

She sees the takeover completed on a huge MONITOR and jumps
in celebration with the rest of the crowd.

Axel looks at the same monitor impassively. He glances over
at Jess and they lock eyes. Her smile is infectious and even
Axel smiles back at her.

TRACK

The tvro drivers enter Piscine I (Turns 13/14') and theyrre
virtually occupying the same space. Jake slides ever so
s1i9ht1y through Piscine II (15/16). and he has to hold

(MORE )
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a perfect line to defend Nino. They go around "Anthony
Noghes" (turn 19) and into the main straightaway.

MARK (VO)
Grazzano will have DRS because hers
easily lvithin a second of Iler--

Jake hofds the middle 1ine, Nino's spolier/oRs DROPS and he
begins to surge ahead of Jake on his 1eft.

PAT (VO}
--Il-er's allowed one defensive move! !

Jake swings welL into Ninors path forcing him onto his brakes
and killing his velocity as Jake now holds the outer line
into Turn 1 with far more momentum than Nino.

COMMENTATOR'S BOOTH

MARK
What an absolute savage|-.!. That was
beyond aggressive and teetering on
the edge of legality-- !

PAT
IIer has to hope he doesn't get penalized!

VIP AREA

Hans gets slapped on the back by drunk col-leagues. He glances
At the STANDINGS TOWER which readS:

"LAP 72/78, P1 rLER--, GRAZ +1.33"

HANS (in GERMAN )
That' s it, boy. ..

DIETRICH MATESCHITZ (RedBu11 owner) shares a l-ook with him
and raises his eyebrows in acknowledgement .

CUT TO:

rNT. FIA JUDGES I ROOM - DAY

TvTo gentelmen and one lady JUDGES are watching a REPLAY of
Jake's questionable pass on a MONITOR.

JUDGE 1 (FRENCH ACCENT)
By the exact wording of our ru1es,
it was not il1ega1..

JUDGE 2 (ITAL]AN ACCENT)
He cannot-a do that! Especially to a
team-mate ! It's a bad--
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LADY JUDGE (BR]TISH ACCENT)
(raises hand imperiously, interrupting)
--There is no penalty. yourre being
hyperbolic and frankly rather preposterous.

Judge 2 glares at her while an AIDE reaches for the door,
opens it and announces to a TV production crew:

FIA AIDE
No penalty ! !

CUT TO:

TRACK

JAKE rS POV as he glances in the mirrors as he heads into
Nouve]le Chicane and Njno is barely exiting the tunnef.

JESS

She glances at the STANDINGS TOWER and it reads:
"LAP 75/78. P1 ILER--, GRAZ +2.11" and that changes to "2,36"before her eyes. She clutches a fist triumphantly.

JES S
Yes! I Let's go babel l !

TRACK

Jake heads up Beau Rivage, CYCLING THROUGH THE GEARS (3r.d
through 7th) and then DOWNSHIFTING rapidly as he brakes at
Massenet (Turn 3).

MARK (VO)
Iler extending his lead on super-softs,
rea1ly pushing them to the fimit and
he keeps setting 'fastest lap' markers
as the car's weight dimlnishes.

PTT

Axel watches Jake's car's SPECS and DATA on a MONITOR.

AXEL
Iler, no need to keep buryinq the
thrott le- -you I ve got less than three
laps to go and your lead isn't being
cut into.

TRACK

Jake goes throirgh crand Hotel Hairpin, sliding through the
turn and gyrating dramatically as his tires find purchase.
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wha's ., i::: iY3| *r"",
AXEL (Vo)

Two point five seconds and widening.
The race is damn near over and therers
a lot of season to go. No need to
ki 11 the motor unnece s sariJ-y--

Jake drives through the tunnel, into the daylight.

JAKE (VO)
Just a few more Laps, Ax.

He brakes hard into Nouvelle Chicane, fficks left and then
right and as he does he BLOWS his LEFT REAR TIRE, spinning
the car around.' It was a 1ow speed chicane so he comes to
rest going the wrong way, and gets to watch Nino go by.

JESS

Shb watches on a GIANT MONITOR, utterly dismayed, clutching
her hair--

Nooo ! I !

TRACK

Jake watches car after car pass as the YELLOW FLAG comes out
and everyone goes under caution.

AERIAL SHOT of Jake stranded in front of the racing world.

PIT

Axel kicks a stool over, then goes back to crossing his arms
and watching a MONITOR, his icy anger blazing. He $ratches the
last car close to Jake go by.

AXEL
Bring it in.

TRACK

Jake turns the car around-and drives it extremely sfowly
(20 MPH) as he approaches Tabac (Turn 12) .

Watchers "Woooo" from the YACHTS as he passes by glacially.

CLOSE UP of Jakers EYES vacantly staring ahead vThere the
car and hel-met DISAPPEAR /
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DISSOLVES INTO:

EXT. MONACO WINNER'S CIRCLE - DAY

DISSOLVE ENDS as Jake's now flanked by Hans and Jess, and
part of the audience.

Nino is shaking champagne and spraying it all over the other
top two FINTSHERS.

Jess takes Jake's hand and squeezes it but he doesnrt respond.

Jake locks eyes with Nino. Nino meets his gaze and hj-s smirk
becomes a gloating sneer.

Hans says something INAUDIBLE to Jake but he is totally
hypnotj-zed by hatred. Jess tugs hard on his hand to break
the spe11 and finally the trio walks away, dejectedly.

CUT TO:

EXT. HOTEL BAICONY - NIGHT

The city pul-ses with festivity as Jake lounges on a deck
chair, looking defeated. He smokes on a vAPoR PEN and 1azi1y
exhales into the starry sky.

Jess comes over with her drink and sits on the edge of his
chair and touches his feet, rubbing his shins.

JESS
Wanna get in the hot tub?

ritltr
Nah.

Jess takes a sip and waits for Jake to elaborate.

JAKE (cont ' d )
Not right now, anyway,

Babe, you i3?3 ,r,-rr"s today.

JAKE
(grunts) ...But I didn't \,rin.

that doesnilsi.tt.r, everyone kno\,vs
you shouJ.d. have won.
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(very perturbed) But I clidn't win.
I came in nearly last. History doesn't
remember the "al-most won" drivers--
(takes a big chief of vape and ex-
hales)

Look, I was just trying to be nice--

JAKE
--We1f I don't need your fuckinr pity!

Jess stands up inmediately and Jake knows he overdid it.
Jess has her back to him, and then turns back to look over
her shoulder--

JESS
(quietl-y) Do you wanna be alone or
something ?

Jake stands and touches her on the hj-p intimately.

JAKE
No--of course not. I'm genuinely
sorry for saying that.

She faces him and looks beautiful in the moonlight.

JAKE ( cont ' d)
Especially when you're just trying
to make me feel better.

JES S
I know what yourre going through.
(puts hand on his face) --I know how
hard you fought. . .
But thererll be other races.

JAKE
(beat)

. . .Not like this.

She fooks tense, as if she made a mistake forgiving him so
quickly. Jake senses it too and remains contrite--

JAKE (cont I d)
--but it'11 be ok. . . Everything'11
be fine as long as I have you.

She grabs him tight and lovingly nuzzles into his neck.
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have me, Jake.

They embrace rough.Iy and then kiss, the VANTAGE ASCENDS to
the FLAGPOLE of the Hote1.

The EIag of MONACO DISSOLVES

BEGIN MONTAGE - ,'JAKE.S SEASONI' (MOS THROUGHOUT)

Into the CANADIAN FLAG, Volbeat's "Last Day under the Sun"
plays throughout.

-Brief TrME T,APSE of the TEA-[,] TRUCKS fi11in9 up the paddock
area of Jacques Villenueve Circuit in MONTREAL.

-Axe1 is making driving gestures to Jake, while Jake's
mocking/mimicking him. Jess does "The Robot" behind Axel
and Hans has to cover- his laughter.

-on the track, Jake gets into a jam on Lap l/Turn 1 (Virage
Senna/rsland Hairpin) mid-pack.

The cluster is SUPERIMPOSED with RESULTS displayed on a
DISPLAY TOWER, "ILER: -4th PLACE"

-A FRENCH ELAG on display DISSOLVES into Jake and Jess at
the top of the EIFFEL TOWER, Iaughing together.

Jake points to the ARC DE TRIOMPHE and the LOUVRE, and they
appear to be totally in love. He begins a spontaneous Tango
dance and spins her in a pirouette while she laughs gaily.

_ThE RED ANd BI,UE LINES Of PAUL
IMPOSED over a throng of fans,
Jake .

He holds someone's baby, looks
she makes an ''eek" face and he

A public relations HANDLER taps

RICARD CIRCUIT AIE SUPER-
Vying to take pictures with

at Jess expectantly, to which
feigns surprise.

his watch at Jake: "time to go"

-Jake races around the track
and Blue lines, he locks up
collides wj-th a Eerrari, and

-An AUSTRIAN FLAG waves and
(MORE )

next to the same dizzying Red
all four wheels when he almost
goes sfidinq into a runoff area.

DISSOLVES as we return to the
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REDBULL RING. RedBull is everywhere here, so the fans are
legion and manic, ergo Jake gets mobbed.

He is lost in a veritable sea of fans, visibly struggling
to find Jess and when their eyes meet she telegraphs to do
his duty with a glance. When he turns his back tb her she
is d i sappointed.

-On the track Jake makes a slippery pass by a Mclaren around
Turn 2 (Remus ) , nor.{ direct1y behind his rival Nino.

His eyes narrow as he's set to engage, but then he gets
passed in an alarmingly rapid succession. It's clearly
a power failure and Jake's anger is evident.

-DISSOLVE a UK FLAG over FISH & CHIPS, where Jess takes one
and teases Jake by waving it under his nose, while he looks
miserable and paradoxically amused as she takes a monster
bite.

Jake shoves the food aside and pins Jess down whife she con-
tinues to laugh and chew.

ANOTHER ANGLE of the bed they're on while he continues to
go down on her, while she swallows her bite and looks down
quite agreeably and then her breathing hitches.

-DISSOLVE the SILVERSTONE CROWD madness at a publicty shoot
where Jake and Nino gfare at each other.

Hans watches from a premier spot and -surreptitiously
gl-ances at Axel \dho appears displeased.

-A GREEN ELAG is SUPERIMPOSED over the fans \dhere Jake is on
the track.

QUICK CUTS of Jake getting passed over and over and over.

Jess covers her eyes in anguish, while Jake finishbd 10th
according to SUPERIMPOSED RESULTS on a DISPLAY.

-DISSOLVE into a GERMAN FLAG and the imposing grandstand of
HOCKENHEIM,  Nd A THREE DAY TIME LAPSE Of MERCURIAL WEATHER.

-The race is in play, Axel barks an order over the radio,
and Jake drives past the pit entrance.

The rain hits the track i-n a torrent and causes Jake to
(MORE )
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spin out of the long arcing straight
hydroplaning i.nto a gravel trap.

Once at a stop he flips up his visor
rain, and at the same moment another
close to him, almost colliding, ahd

of Spitzkehre (Turn 5) .

and looks up at the
car slides uncannily

his ieaction is jdrring.

-A GERMAN FLAG in eyeshot turns SIDEWAYS and DISSOLVES into
A BELGIAN FLAG  t SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS . AN AERIAL SHOT Of
EAU ROUGE highlights a few of the cars taking the hif l- at
fu11 speed .

Axel barks again over the radio, to which Jake pits and puts
ON RAIN TIRES With CU ON thE GROOVES.

-ANOTHER ANGLE/MOVING SHOT of iake executing a bri.f l-iant and
daring overtake at Eau Rouge while it rains lightly.

-Jake overtakes a Mercedes at Bus Stop I and a Renault in
the next instant, meters alray from the FINISH LINE for P3.

-Jake and Nino are both on the PODIUM with the first place
finisher, Schuster, from Team-Mercedes between them.

-Jess is blowing Jake fervent kisses from the audience as
he returns them Iikewise.

-A stray ITALIAN FLAG is being waved and it SUPERIMPOSE/
DISSOLVE over a plate of colorful Red and creen GOURMET EOOD,
where Jess digs i-nto -it and taunts Jake \.,/ho ' s having a salad.

She animatedly enjoys the food while he pretends to ignore
her. She picks up a newspaper intentionally upside down and
looks over the top fl irtatious ly--but Jake is transfixed on
the TABLOID COVER: "Iler v crazzanoL !", causing him to
grimace.

-AERIAL SHOT over MONZA, Jake and Nino coming out of Vari-
ante Ascari (Turn 9/10) in a dead heat as they approach
Curva Parabolica (Turn 11) with Jake on the outside 1ine.

Neither wil-1 relent and Nino forces Jake off the track,
going into the graveL runoff at 180 MPH, sliding all the
!^/ay and bonking into the ARMCO WALL.

-AxeI throws off his headset in a rage while the sea of
(MORE )
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ITALIAN FLAGS in the FG warze i.n jubilation.

-one of the flags D]SSOL\/ES into a RTTSSIAN FLAG fluttering
at night, where Jake and Jess are in RED SQUARE. They hold
hands, playing tug-o f-hand s / tug-of-wi 11s going opposite
directions as they sighlsee.

Jake is recognized by fans and out cone the iPhones. He
implores her to indulge the fans. but hei: arns are crossed
in obvious irritation. She bides inpatiently while he takes
selfies vrith then.

-On the track at SOCHI the whole field leaps forward from
the grid at the start and at Turn 2 they bottleneck.

Jake locks up by brakinq too fate and a dozen cars colfide.

The unscathed cars zip away into the arcing and picturesque
180'+ Turn 3, highliqhted by flagpoles as we CLOSE llP on:

-FLAG OF SINGAPORE ANd DT S SOLVE/ SUPERTI4POSE   SUNSET Of thc
rnassive grandstand and the Ferris i^ihee1 there.

Jake is going around Turn 22, and is passed easily. and then
it happens again quickly.

Axel puts his fist on his forehead, dejectedly. A STATIDTNGS
TOWER while Jake comes into the pit reads, "ILER-DNF"

In the pit, Jake renoves his RED HEIMET. and he's shelf-
shocked at the retirement.

DISSOLVE thc HELMET iNtO the RED SUN Of thE JAPANESE FT,AG.

END MOI\TTAGE .

rNT. NAGOYA, JAPAN. REDRULL PROMO TENT - DAY

A weary Jake is flanked by .TAPAI\'IESE REDRULL PROMO GIRT,S at
an ir,rprornptu photo shoot. A spirited PHOTOGRAPHER spurs theFl
along, while rranlz fans are looking-on.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Kiss his cheeks! !

(beat)
Big snile, Jake, big smile! I

Jake is noticeably making an effort to be positive.
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(strajned)'t[l= ,= as bis a snile
as I can make....
It's not like I'n faking it! I

A11 onlookers/fans laugh, except for Jess.

The photographer checks the back of his camera, satisfied.

PHOTOGRAPIIER
Wow, great shots ! !

MODEL 1

Can I have your autograph?

She hands hin a SHARPfE, then pops her boobs up, prompting
him: 'SfcN HERE I

JAKE
Umnmmm...

MODEL 2
(grabs Jake ' s arrn)
No--hee hee ! I^ie just playing trick I
I dared her, we just kiddingl

Jake looks unsure for a breath and then impulsively signs--

JAKE
Nah, too late ! I

PHOTOGRPAHER
Like , whoa-- ! I
( starts snapping pics)
Hal Great shots, Jake ! !

Jake glances at Jess who is now thoroughly pissed.

INT. HOTEL LOBBY, NAGOYA - NIGET

Jake and Jess walk with their baggage through the opulent,
open area, and she's followinq.

JAKE
Come on Jess, it was kinda funnY...

JESS
I canrt even believe the audacity
of these. . . bitchesl !
Are they shamelessly gonna hit on
you--in front of ne--for the rest
of our lives..? Like, this is .Tapan.
I/rhat are they gonna be like in Brazil?! !
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,il5t,
I think you're over-reacting. . .

JESS
Oh, do you? You're not helping to
defuse things by actually signing
her tits!! "I dare her, I dare her!!"
(rnocking model ' s accent)

JAKE
--Can we just drop this?

A peppy Dutch PR GUY from RedBull runs up on then.

PR GUY
Hey--l Like, super glad you're backl
Irm having thern set up in your roorn
nov/.

Jake drops his bag and Jess exhales angrily. Seeing Jess'
reaction, Jake ' s frustration doubles.

JAKE
Yr fuckin'kidding. riqht ?
AIf f wanted to do is go to ny roon
...and decompress.

PR GUY
(nervously) Uhhh, it's a realIy
inportant piece? The segment is all
about you, and it's like... Japanese
"60 Minutes" --but for sports.

Jake glances at a fuminq Jess and then picks his bag up.

JAKE
Let's just get this over with...

INT. EOTEL ROOM - NTGET

Jake enters the room and sees KIKU OTAM, gorgeous sports
reporter. Their look connotes instant chernistry while her
cREtr{ sets up the filming equipnent.

K IKT]
Jake fler--
(snall bow)
--Very pleased to meet you. Kiku otani.

(rushed =*ltfX. lo*l
Nice meeting you. Uhh, this is Jess.
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Jess doesn't bother: with formalities. She sidles Jake and
chucks her bag on a dresser.

KIKU
Your a ssi stant. . . ?

JAKE
Ha I I (doesnrt bother correcting her)

Jess glowers at Jake indignantly, hand on hip.

INT. HOTEL ROOM - LATER

Their interview is beginning with Jake and Kiku sitting op-
posed with Jess behind Jake, out of their shot. Jake has been
made-up and is in better attire than moments before.

K IKU
A littfe over a year ago, you were
getting out of prison; a sentence
where you were incarcerated for a
fittle more than seven years.
What has surprised you the most
in the past year?

JAKE
(struck by question/beat )
Just... the response of people,
around the world... I never in a
million years thought I'd get an
opportunity to do this-- (he snatches
a PROP REDBULL CAN next to hirq)
--but thanks to RedBufl Racing,
heeeeere we are!l (very cheesy)

K IKU
(cute giggfing) Hee hee! I
(beat/puts on serious face )

Tell ne about your tine in prison.

JAKE
Wow, that took a dark turn!
(they both chuckle )
f mean... (shrugs) itrs not like
it 'i s in the movies--

KIKU
--did you rea11y sodoriize other nen?

JAKE
Haaaa I I ( scoffs )

(beat)
..no, haha. f just said that to
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JAKE (CONT I D )

scare Nino -
--Irid it work?

KTKU
Hee-hee. I don't knov,/... (diffident)

JAKE
When you get a chance, ask him.

K IKU
Since I have you at the monent__(fooks at her notes )you were saying, ,'it's not like
the movies,'...
So what was it rea11y like?

JAKE
(Ionq beat/drawn out breath)
Depressing. Because you feel like
you've wasted your 1ife.
A good chunk of it, anyway.

K IKU
Did you think you would race again?

JAKE
(quickly) --No.

K IKU
Why not, Jake? (Jess is al,ert in BG)

JAKE
(beat)

I kinda thought the... collective
racing community would turn their
back on ne.

K TKU
So. \..7hat happened?

JAKE
Someone took a chance on ne.
My friend Hans took a chance on me.(takes stoic pause/beat )
Vie]1, everyone at RedBulI did,
and thankfully they sti1I are...

KI]<U
IrJhat v/as it like running off the
track at Monz a ?

Jake has to fight laughing at the change of tact in questions.
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JAKE
(groans) Ughh, probably the 1ow
point of the season. . . ?

K IKU
What about when you caused the pile-
up at Sochi?

JAKE
Correction: that was the low point
of the season! ( humorous.Ly )

KIKU
(giggles)
In a1I seriousness, going back to
Monza when you left the track at
260 KPH--were you scared?

JAKE
That's what? 160 miles an hour..?
Nah, wasn I t scared. (grinning)

KIKU
Is that sarcasm.. ? (coy)

Jake mereIy raises his eyebrows flirtatiously.

KIKU (cont'd)
..What about your loved ones?

ANGLE ON JESS.

JAKE (OS)
What about them?

K IKU
You don't worry about your safety?
(concerned) --Even for their sake?

JAKE
I can't "worry"--or I have no business
in that car to begin with.

KIKU
Are you saying it would affect Your
focus . . ?

JAKE
(nods subtly) ...nost certainlY.

KIKU
(intimatety) What do You focus on?

CLOSE UP on the visual exchange between them.
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you... :r"ioillr" ro be in the momenr.

Jake smiles at her disarmingly and she returns it. Then shenotices Jess behind him and flushes guiItiIy.

JAKE (cont I d )..but, ah--itrs probably not the
"made for TV" answer you want--
but I just concentrate on fol1olring
the race line and zone out.

K IKU
In Japan, we have a word for that:
Rezafokasu. It's 1ike, 'intense focus'
. , . You can borrow that \.{ord, ok?
My gift to you.

JAKE
Ah, arigato-- (Kiku smifes unabashedly)
--Rezafokasu. It's-- (somber)
It's like I'm alone out there.
Except for my teammatesl Thanks Axel!(obnoxious wink)

K TKU
(giqgles)

INT. HOTEL ROOM, POST INTERVIEW - NIGHT

Jake is sprah/led on the bed reading a CLavell. Jess i-ssquaring up the room and intentionilly SLAMS a dra\,fer.

.]AKE
What are you so upset about?

JESS
(whips the shirt she's tidying)
f'm kinda... "upset,' by the way you
did that intervi-ew.

JAKE
(cfoses book) What about it?

JESS
Ohhh, I guess because I get zero
acknorrledgement as your girl friend;
the one who stuck it out wlth you
\dhile you were in prison all those
years.

JAKE
Would you like me to...

(MORE )
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JAKE (CONT I D)
"acknowledge" it more?

JES S
(scoffs)
--No, actj-ons speak louder than
words, Jake.

JAKE
I'm not even gonna attempt to
decipher that...

JESS
It's the way you shamelessly flirt
with her right in front of me! !

JAKE
Look--I'm sorry you missed out on
all the attention and male compan-
ionship whife I \rras gone--

JESS
--Itrs not that! I Itrs how you said
you're "alone out there" ! ! How coul-d
you be alone when I've always been
here for you? ?

JAKE
Yourve always been here for me..?
Thank goodness I have this naggy
girlfriend to have my back.. !

Jess reacts like she's been struck. Incipient tears form,

JESS
That' s so not fair. . .

JAKE
(Standing up) Donrt you think I have
enough to stress about. . ?
This season's a fuckin disaster and
we're probably gonna get screwed
outta practice tomorrow. . .

JESS
Oh, I'm sorry everything in your
li,fe where you drive race cars for
a living isnrt perfect.

JAKE
(shakes head/beat)
I don't need this shit.
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wourd you i:?fl.r be "a1one"?

JAKE
Than have to deal with this...?
...AbsoluteIy.

JESS
(beat/draws up dignity)
I don't have to be here.

JAKE
(reaches for door handle )
I'm gonna get some aj-r.
If yourre not here when I get back..

(beat )
..it's not the end of the worfd.

I{e opens the door, glances at her for another moment and
then leaves.

INT. EOTEL LOBBY BAR - NIGET

Jess sits at the bar lackadaisically finishing a drink.

Her empty glass is replaced by an obsequious BARTENDER,
lvhile Nino approaches her from behind.

N INO
Surely a lady as gorgeous as you
vr'ouldn't be drinking alone! !

JESS
SureIy she wou1d, especial-ly since
she'd like to be left alone right
now.

NINO
Aw, come on-a! That's no way to be.
ff you really wanted to be by your-
se.If , there is a mini-bar in the room.

JESS
That's a good point !

She hails the bartender who attends instantly. Nino inter-
jects, and out-projects her, bodj-Iy.

NINO
we need a bott]e of Dom! ! on lce!!
(snaps fingers) Pronto! !

we I re cel-ebrating, af ter al-1.

The bartender turns to do his biddinq
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lm not ""iXif".r"n anythins--

N INO
--Bella, there does not have to be
. . .bad-a blood between us!

JES S
No...? Despite the fact you're a
total prick?

NINO
Tsk, tsk, no. . . I 'm actual1y. . .
glad I ran into youl --Because I
was a-thinking: maybe you can be
a.... emissary between me and your
husband?

JES S
(be at )

He' s not my husband.

N INO
Ah yes! And now I see there is no
ring on your finger. What a foo1..
--And yet you traveL the world with
him as his mj-stress. (pours Dom)
Then a-maybe champagne is fitting,
because that is quite French of you!
(Titters at himself)

JESS
Irm not. His "mistress". (sharply)

N INO
Eh, titles are not important.
What I'd like to propose to you
is a toast: your...Jake and myself,
to getting off on a better foot.
Letrs call it, (raises glass)
"To a fresh start-a! l"

EXT. SUZUKA RACETRACK GROI'NDS - NIGIIT

Jake is staring at the Ferris Wheel abstractly.

His gaze follows the actions of a CUTE COUPLE on a date,
faughing as they go around.

A sentimental smile plays on his lips and his eyes gleam
fondly.

His phone BUZZES and he checks it. A SUPERIMPOSED text message
reads, "Jake 1Ier?" and another following that says,"I want

(MoRE )
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you to have my numbertr, Ancl then Kiku's CONTACT INFO comes
through along with her PHOTO.

He replies, "Got it" and with a wistful smile, puts the phone
back in his pocket and goes back to watching the ferris
h,neeI.

INT. HOTEL LOBBY / OI]TER BAR AREA - NTGHT

Jake strides through the busy area on the way to the eleva-
tors but stops abruptly \,nhen he spies Jess and I\rino drinking
togethe r .

NINo (to Jess )
vlould you like some rnore?

Jess nods eagerly and Nino obliges. Jake's face is latent
fury .

He's moving to confront then and his phone rings and he an-
swers it automatically.

JAKE
He11o ?

KIKU (\/O)
Any chance I can meet with you?

JA]' E
(stops walking and glances at phone)
...KIKU?

f NTERCIIT i^If TH:

INT. KIKUIS IIOTEL ROOI{ - NIGHT

K.iku stands on her ba lcony in a sheer Kir.Iono with a plunging
neckline , phone in hand.

KIKU
Yes, I have some... fo1low-up ques-
tions. Can I see you?

LOBBY

Jake watches Jess and Nino surreptitiously.

JAKE (into phone)
lihere are you?

NINO (to Jess)
To building re 1at ion ships I
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Jess clinks glasses, fooking swept-away.

KIKU (\/O)
I'm staying. in your hotel. Room 1507.

JAKE
(mumbl ing) Perfect timing--
(c1early) -f'11 be right there.

Jess takes a heady swa1low, Jake turns for the elevator.

As he gets in he sees Jess laugh at a l.Iino witticism. At the
exact moment the doors c1ose, Jess looks in Jake's direction.

Nino sees shers distracted and goes for a kiss. Jess jerks
away violently; stunned.

JESS
I,rhat are you doing? ! ?

Nino grins wickedly and Jess SLAPS him hard enough to make
everyone within earshot come to a halt.

JESS (cont'd)
Is this some kind of gane to you?

Nino touches his own face lovingly and smiles despite her.

JESS (cont'd)
I wouldn't rnake Jake your enemy.
He wonrt just fuck you up. you greasy
little worrn--he ' l1 kill you.
He'll actually ki11 you.

She stands up and snatches her purse, Nino has a flicker of
fear go over him,

JESS (cont'd)
I'd hate to be in your shoes when he
finds out. Feel free to pay for my
drink since you ruined my evening.

She vralks for the elevator, ANGLE ON a RedBull Engineer,
MIKAEL, who is close enough to have heard and seen it all.

He goes back to his AD IIB conversatjon.

CUT TO:

rNT. KIKU'S HOTEL ROOM- NIGHT

Jake pauses at the door which is latched to stay open in
anticipation. He enters and Kiku turns to engage. As soon
as he lays eyes upon her, his ambivalence is evident.
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T know ,""*l5H't drink alcohol
but f made some green tea...

Jake stands at the threshold rather awkwardly.

KIKU (cont' d)
Cl-ose the door- Would you 1i-ke some?
(indicating the tea )

r € r,^tr ' -^ 'on"-- having some , yes.

KIKU
(softly) Of course.

She nods for him to sit and pours, serving.

She then sits very close to him. They sip and glance at each
other .

rt's good. tXf,rr"" ne.rously)
(beat )

You said you had some follow-up
questions for me?

KIKU
(blushes and looks down)
llow Irm feeling shy...

JAKE
You're not shy-- ( scoffs pIayfuIly)
You t re a reporter!

K IKU
Hee-hee. Thatrs true.
I guess I have an... irregular
guestion.....

Jake merely prompts her with a look. She dismisses her giddi-
ness and steels herself, penetrating him \,i ith a new affect,

K TKU
Did you feel that connection...?

( beat )
When \^/e me t ?

Jake nods slightly and puts his hand on her 1eg which is a1I
gooseprickles, it reacts as if applied with an electrical
charge.

He then commits to lean in, and so does she. They kiss,
lightly at first and then passionately.
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Then she breaks awayr panting.

K IKU
--I have something to teII you.

JAKE
(amused) Uh-oh.

KIKU
No, (grinning) it's not bad...
Idell, it's not "good", either.

JAKE
(makes humored croaking noise)

K IKU
(fight chuckle)--f want to do some
coke. Do you mind if I do a line?

JAKE
(beat/a bit surprised) '

ummmm... no. Not at all.
(then inhales deeply)

K IKU
--But there is a caveat.

JAKE
A "caveat"...?

K IXU
I think that is the right word.

JAKE
Well--I won't know unl6ss you te11

r want .. 5:": 1ine... orr of....
you. ( looks do!,/n at his crotch)

JAKE
(feigns surprise) I don,t know if
that's a 'caveatr.., but:-t's...
definitely interesting.

Kiku giggle and pulls out a small viaf. She pulls the knot
on her kimono and fooks at him with suttry eyes, expectantly.

K TKU
Do some off me, first?

Jake bites his 1ip with the last of his unease and then
(MORE )
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nods eagerfy. He makes a noise of assent. Kiku puts a
sprinkle on her nipple, obscured by Jake's head.

Jake sniffs and audibly SUCK/KISSES it, Kiku inhales sharp-
ly and moans afmost imperceptibly.

In a flourish, Jake stands up and undoes his pants. Kiku
kneels in front of him.

Jake sees his REILECTION in the balcony's sliding glass door,
but he can't bear to Iook at himself.

Then Kiku SNIFFS loudly and Jake's eyes glaze over in plea-
sure.

FADE OUT

FADE IN:

INT. KIKUIS HOTEL ROOM - MORNING

The blinds are drawn but some light peeks through.

Rocks glasses with remnants of ice and whiskey catch the
refraction.

Jake opens a bloodshot eye and glances at his watch.

JAKE
Ah, Firckl I I

Jake scrambles j.nto his clothes, apathetic of disturbing
a 'sti 11- s leep ing Kiku.

He careens out the door, sti11 dressing in flight.

INT. JAKE & JESSI HOTEL ROOM - MORNING

Jess is putting the finishing touches on packing her bag.

Jake barrels in, startled to see her.

JAKE
--What are you doing?

JESS
(coldly) You went out to get some
air and I was up aIl night waiting
for you.

(beat)
And now I'm leaving.
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JAKE
You're leaving me?

JESS
Jake... you'Il be fine without me.

JAKE
Wait: so you're leaving me, for him?!

JES S
(dumbstruck) --Who ? !

JAKE
Nino ! !

JES S
(repulsed) Oh, god. Never !

wha t- -
( beat )

--that pig made a move on me at the
bar, but I stood up for you.

JAKE
Yeah... I saw you standing up for me,

JES S
Oh!! So you didn't see me smack him
in the face? !

JAKE
(lanely) ....no...

JESS
So where were you last night?

JAKE
---I-I don't have time for this--
(makes for shower)

JES S
Oh, Hell no! ! Come back here!

JAKE
f gotta get ready, Jessica...

JESS
(blocking him) Let me find out you
were with that litt1e news-bitch.

JAKE
(gu1ps helplessly)
--You were with Nino! !
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(.o* ir.t.iEis*u" h"rri.rg a drink
by myself, and Nino showed upl !
And then he tried to kiss me and
I slapped him in front of
everyone at the bar! ! !

Jake looks away from her, catches another REFLECTION of
himself in a VANITY MIRRoR and can't stand that either.

JESS (contrd)
(calmfy) Did you fuck her?

Jake fooks at her but cantt answer. Her eyes well v,7ith tears.

JESS (cont'd)
Did you honestly befieve in your
heart that I \,vas gonna fuck Nino?

JAKE
(beat)

I wasn't thinking about that.

She bl-inks the tears .i\day. +nd composes hersel-f with dignity.

. JESS
Irm goj ng home.

She walks past him and then zips her bag in a ffuid motion.

JESS (cont'd)
Skip a shower. Yourve got nothing to
hide. Yourre gonna be late enough as
it is.

She opens and closes the door softLy.

Jake wafks out on the balcony. His phone BUZZES but he si:
lences it without even a glance.

EXT. SUZUKA RACING PADDOCKS - MORNING

Jake strides into the bustle of race prep and Axel confronts
him dead on.

where the flXil n"". you been?!?
We've been ready for hours and are
about to forfeit the session! I

Jake steps into his race suit and doesn't deign to rePly.
Hans storms over and joins the fracus.
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HANS
Jesus Christ Ms your phone broken? I

Where have you been. . I ?

JAKE
I'm here--! ! What are you doing here?l
Donrt you have someone's ass to kiss??

A11 action in the garage has ceased to focus on the trio.
Hans grabs Jake by the arm,

HAN S
We need to talk right now--

JAKE
(shakes his grip off)
--Get the fuck offa mel !

AXEL
GET BACK TO WORKI I !

Everyone else resumes "looking" busy. Axel and Hans share a
look over overt concern.

HANS
(privatefy; Whatrs going on with
you and Jess. . ?

JAKE
(beat/surprj sed )

She left--i t's noEhi ng.
Lets get on the track.

CUT TO:

EXT. SUZUKA RACETRACK - MIDDAY (CONTINUOUS ACTION}

POV of Jake tearing around the long lopi-ng Turn 1 at 195 MPE
under ominous skies.

AXEL (VO)
How's downforce on corner entry?

(tersely) f,fl5"=iY:l's rine.

Jake enters the slightly uphi11 S-curves (Turns 3-7) and
absolutefy nails them.

INTERCUT WITH
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INT. SUZUKA ANNOUNCERI S BOOTH - MIDDAY

An ANNOUNCER and his COLIEAGUE watch the action, broadcasting
in JAPANESE .

JAPANESE ANNCR
This is going to be a fast lapl I

That section was perfect! !

TRACK

Jake leaves Spoon Curve and accelerates faster, faster,
faster.

REVERSE ANGLE as he blasts under the Tunnel.

POV as he waits until the last possibl-e moment to brake at
Casio Triangle (Turns 16/771 .

AXEL (VO)
Il-er keep in mind this is practice.
No need to eviscerate the tires
before the damn qualifier.

PADDOCK

Jake blazes by. Axel turns to an ENGINEER with a cockney
accent.

AXEL
How's TIer's times?

ENGNR
Fastest we've ever run 'ere.
Eers a polesitter f'r cert'n,
'e keeps thr-s paice.
(1eans in / more quietly now)
Whareva bee ee's got in 'is bonnet--
Oy don' think Nino c'n keep up.

Axel is tight lipped with apprehension but can only nod.

TIME CUT:

Jake climbs out of the car, goes to shed his sui-t and he's
drenched in sweat. The garage is swarmlng with activity.

NrNO
Great times I I]erl Those !^/ilL be
a-very hard to beat.



(scoffs ."ioll"o" around)
...Riiiiight.

N INO
Ey, Jake ! You can not-a take a
compliment? !

Jake posts up con frontationa IIy with three meters separating
them. Everyone is transfixed watching.

NINO (contrd)
Like, I never got the chance to tell
you this: (snaps finger)
--But you got a really good girl.

Jake takes three quick steps, lowers his shoulder and spears
Nino right in the chest. The crew swarms immediately and its
tota.l- calamity. Jake raises his fist to pummel Nino but hers
pulled off with an inch to spare.

AXEI,
STOP!!! STOP!!!

Jake is pul-1ed off, wriggles out bf the crew's grasp and
storms out of the garage through the bay doors.

Nino remains on the ground and no one bothers to hefp him up.

N INO
That guy is an animaf! ! We were just
talking and did you see what he did
to me..!?!

The crew and AxeI leer at Nino disgustedly.

INT. SUZI'KA CONFERENCE ROOU - I,ATE AT'TERNOON

Jake, sitting with his arms crossed petulantly, is flanked
by llans and Axel.

Opposite them sits MAX BECKETT, the patrician FIA Pres.
and DOLPH, his main associate. They are flanked by other
FIA BIGWIGS.

JAKE
He started it.

Hans and Axel groan while Max's peers look veritably amused.

MAX
It's good you didnlt hurt him--truLy,

(MoRE )
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MAX (CONT ' D )
But there will be consequences.
Immediately, there will be a two-
race suspension.

Hans and AxeI interject to protest but Max forestalls them
with a gesture.

MAx (cont ' d )
--And there will be a further invest-
igation, with possib.Ie further reper-
cus s ions . Lucky f or you there \,Jere
no cameras filming in the paddock at
that precise moment, or it would be
an abject dismissal from the sport,
^h+ i -^ 1"lrrLr!L!1 .

Max lets the words sink rn and Jake shifts uncomfortably.

MAX (cont'd)
Even luckier for you. there is a
particular ltalian that I positively
Ioathe. Because if I find out that
cTazzano provoked you by saying some-
thing un-gentf eman.Iy, there may be
consequences for him. a1so.

Hans glances at Axel whose frown deepens.

MAx (cont'd)
Either way, you are in the wrong
for now and the suspens.ion will stand.
(glares at Axel pointedly)
So you are by no means off the hook.

JAKE
YES SIT.

MAX
When I'm finished speaking with Nino,
you two will shake hands--

Max pauses for Jake to acquiesce to which Jake nods dis-
passionately.

--At a ,'"H'.i:?::":1"(taps Dolph who feaves quickly)
where you will efucldate the press
on what a privilege it is to be
part of something so majestic.
You will not discuss any detaifs of
the suspension, but you will
acknowledge the sport is brgger

(MORE )
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MAX (CONT'D)
than the petty differences of you
and you rival (sneers) .
You may 1eave. Send Nino in.

INT. SUZUKA MEDIA ROOM - I,ATER

Jake shakes hands with Nino.

JAKE (privately/only to Nino )
This ainrt over--

Nino moves his lips to reply but Jake breaks contact and
turns to a podium, standing before an assortment of reporters.

,JAKE (cont'd)
Ahem (clears throat) --
I 've uh. . .
Embarassed myself, forgetting my
responsibi.lity that I have to
everyone on my team. And, equally
as important, the fans.

(beat )
I have to remember that I can't
act on impulse.
I now realize that I can't beat my
enemies in public. . .
Because of laws
(draws some 1i9ht laughter )

--So instead, I'11 do it on the
track.

He turns to leave and there are a hail of questions fired
at him, but he goes out a side door alone.

Max Beckett watches him l-eave from a side vantage, standing
with Do1ph.

MAX
Something of a ratings wet dream.

Dolph raises his eyebrows appraisingly and nods.

INT. CORRIDOR OUTSIDE MEDIA ROO!4 - A MOMET.IT I,ATER

Kiku and her CAMERA OPERATOR in tow catch up to Jake.

K IKU
Jake! ...Jakel !
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JAKE
( surpr j-sed) ...Hey.

K IKU
I 'm glad I cou]-d get you alone.

Jake overtly glances at her cameraman staying barely out of
earshot, seeming proactively disinterested.

KIKU (contld)
I was wondering if you'd give me
an exclusive.

JAKE
(beat/he hesitates )
--Kiku, I can't

K IKU
(near whisper) Even after last night?

JAKE
Listen: Last night was amazing...
But it was a mistake, and I shouldn't
have even come to your room--
(Kiku is morti fied)
--and... Iook, this is off the
record-- f can't talk about what
happened-- (Iowers voice )
But if you wanna break the story
that itrs a two-race suspension,
that's the best I can do,

K IKU
So... thatrs all you can tell me?

JAKE
(hesitates and then sma11 nod)
Yeah.

KIKU
Then I didn't hear it from you.

(beat)
Thanks for everything, I Ier.

She smiles sadfy and walks away.

INT. REDBULI, PADDOCK / GARAGE - EVENING

The area is now mostl-y vacant. Jake fooks in the cockpit of
the RB17 as if hers forgotten something.

MikaeI, the mousy engineer from the bar, approaches Jake,
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MIKAEL
The irony is, he was paying you a
compliment.

Jake turns and furrows his brow for him to el-aborate.

MIKAEL (cont ' d )

When Nino said, "you got a rea11y
good 9ir1" (mocks accent)--it's true.
I watched the whole thing and could
hear them, too. He r^ias making it
seem like he'd had a change of heart
...and wanted to be your friend.
Which l-owered her defenses.

(beat)
And then he tried to kiss her.--

JAKE
Did she rea]ly hit him?

MIKAEL
POW!!! (s1aps air)
--Right in the kisser, haha! I

She slapped the taste out of his
mouth! (very Germanic enunciation)

Jake chuckles with him and exhales, relieved. At that
moment, another eREWMEMBER runs into the garage, panting.

CREWMEMEER
Jake! ! You need to come quick,
itrs Hans ! !

EXT. END Or' PIT LANE - EVENING

Hans is qetting pushed toward the back of an ambulance.
Jake j-ntercepts him whi1e othei: RD CREII hover an::iousfy.

HANS
Looks like I'm getting too old for
all- this...

JAKE
What the helI happened. . ? !

HANS
I think it's a heart issue--

Jake looks at the HEAD PARAMEDIC e/ho nods gravely.

JAKE
Oh god, this is my fault--
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--Nein, nein..l This is from sixty-
six years of sausage and heavy bier!
Irve survived three terrible marr-
iages to three terrible women! !
--I | 11 survive this I !

They both l-augh and bonhomie resumes for a moment.

Hans beckons Jake closer and indicates to the RB crew
surrounding them.

HANS
Yourre a leader, Jake.
(Jake shakes head 'nor but Hans persists)
Zey need you--
Just like you need zem! I

Jake looks as if he's gonna crack so Hans brings him in
for a tight bro-hug .

Jake nods for the paramedics to put Hans into the ambulance.

It drives away and Jake turns to look at the team solemn1y.
He cantt muster any \,rords so he looks down and they begin
to dissernbl-e.

EXT. PAIACIAL ESTATE - MIDDAY (9 YEARS AGO)

Jake walks up a graveJ- pathway dressed formally toward a
reception ha11 opening.

He bounds up some steps with youthfuL energy.

INT. WEDDING RECEPTION - A MOMENT LATER

Jake takes in the festive wedding atmosphere of Mike
Marsten's other daughter, NIKKI. Jake is one of hundreds
of cfassy looking guests.

Mike spots Jake and strides over to greet him and show him
around - -

MIKE
There ya are! Crmon, I want you to
meet some of my friends !

SHERRf, a horny cougar-chick in her early fifties. pu11s the
duo into her group, looking at Jake solicitously.

SHERRI
Who you got with you, Mike?
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MIKE
He's my new driver !

SHERRI
Driver. . . ?

MIKE
From my race team!! Hers my fsecret
weapon" this season, haha.
Jake, this is my cousin Sherri.

S HERRI
Ohhh, that kinda driver.
Hi, Jake-- (arches eyebrow)

JAKE
(extends hand) Um, hj. cousin Sherri.

Two of Mike's PEERS amble over. One pumps his hand.

PEER 1 PEER 2
What a beautiful day for Hey Mike, congratulations !
Nikki to get married, huh? Nice ceremony! !

A11 in the large group seem to chatter amiambly amongst
themselves and Jake taps Mike on the shoulder.

JAKE
(privateLy) I canrt thank you enough
for inviting mer Mr. Marsten--

--rt's 1,"t'Tf,ru.' , ,
And youlre part of the famify now,
too !

,f ake spots a glimpse of Jess across the room and she's
radiant. His world just changed.

She sees his stunned look and stops the conversation she
was in and they're both spellbound, enchanted.

MIKE (OS )
Jess, come meet someone I

Never breaking their gaze, Jess walks over until her little
Niece, who's four years old, runs into her 1eg.

NIECE
Aunt Jess, Aunt Jess! Pick me up!l

Jess picks her up and sets her on her hip.
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NIECE (contrd)
Aunt Jess, when are you getting married?

A few people close by chuckle at the cutesie.

JESS
Well kiddo, I gotta find an eligible
bachelor first. (Iooks subtly at Jake)

JAKE
Do you wanna dance ?

( smiles , "i?tn?r".u,Umnm... Dad?

MIKE
You haven't asked permission for
anything since you were her agel
--What are you starting for now?

JAKE
Do you mind, Mr. Marsten?

MIKE
I told you not to call me that--!
Itr s "Mike" ! I

Jess puts her niece down and Jake takes her arm.

MIKE (contrd)
Wait a couple weeks before you
start call-ing me 'Dad', though!
(draws laughs )

INT. WEDDING DANCE FLOOR - MIDDAY (9 YEARS AGO)

SERIES OF SHOTS:

Jake spins Jess onto the dancefloor with gracefuL ease.
Their chemistry is immediately in sync. They lvaltz, utterly
captivated.

They're grinding and singing together,"from the windowwww/
to the waLl!" and laughing at their natural candor.

They're doing the "Macarena", both reaIly popping from the
turn and laughing riotous ly.
END SERIES OF SHOTS.
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INT. SUSHI RESTAURANT - NIGET (9 YEARS AGO)

Jake and Jess sit at the bar, sushi is presently being
;;;;.; is- they split chopsticks and mix wasabi' etc'

JE SS
So what do You do for a living--
besides drive?

Jake picks up a sushi roll, deLiberately stalling'

JAKE
...would you consider yourself fair-
IY... sociallY Progressive?
--Or more conservative ?

JES S
wait--are You a lawyer? !

JAKE
Ugh, Yuck! ! No! I

JES S
(of f his reaction) Hahaha! !

--whew! (faux wiPes brow)

They appraise each other fondly'

JESS (cont'd)
WeIl, I've been told You shouldn't
talk Politics on dates '
--EsPeciallY first dates '

JAKE
Technical-IY this is our second'
(ho1ds uP two fingers )

JES S
(amused) Howr s that?

JAKE
That wedding was definitely a date '
That was like four hours'
It was actually more l-ike two dates!

JESS
Ohhhh, so this is our third date?

JAKE
(smuglY) ExactIY '

JESS
Look at You: Mr' Thinks-He's-Gonna

(MoRE)
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JESS (CONTTD)
-Get-Some . . .

JAKE
(almost chokes on food )

--1'm just being optimistic.

JESS
(beat)

f'd say you're being realistic-

JAKE
ok...

(beat)
You're not a square.

JESS
So: what do you do for a living?

JAKE
(raises piece to eat then halts)
...Maybe I'11 tell you next time.

JESS
You assume there'11 be a next time !

JAKE
(grinning devilishly )

There will be...

INT. JAKE.S BEDROOM - NIGET (9 YEARS AGO)

Jake and. Jess cuddle in bed, being spoons.

JES S
You donrt care if I spend the night,
right?

JAKE
You always ask, and I never mind.
I like having you here.

JESS
Mmrnm, good.

She rofls over to kiss him and then looks at him intently.

JAKE
Yeeeees..? (very cute)

(beat )
I just... think about you sometimes.

(MORE )
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.]ESS (CONT'D)
Like, I wonder how you got started...
selling drugs! --You seem so...
wholesome !

JAKE
(mock offended) r am wholesome! I

She settles deeper into the pillow and nudges her chin to
prompt him into further explanation.

JAKE (contrd)
I grew up near the beach and it was
al-ways around. Everyone I knew did
it, so it just made sense to seII
'em. Then I got into racing and it
paid for all my cars and whatnot--
It's almost like how I paid for
an educati-on.

(beat)
Itrs allowed me to get this far in
my driving career--my real career--
and f rea1ly only have Iike...
Three customers. So the risk is 1ow.

JESS
Three customers . . ?
Is that even lucrative. . ?

JAKE
(neutrall-y) Umrrun... Yeah.

EXT. JAKEIS BACKYA.RD - DAY (9 YEARS AGO)

Jake and Jess are eating BBQ they've prepared.

JES S
Remember I v,/as asking you about
money . . . ?

JAKE
(beat)

Not rea11y. . .

JESS
WeIl, I was thinking. . .
(beat/Jake raises eyebrows )
. . .I heard my Dad talking on the
phone. I think he needs help.
Like, financially. Maybe you,.,
know someone ?

Jake smacks his chops and leisurely drinks from a cup.
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JAKE
How much does he need?

INT. MIKEiS OFFICE _ DAY (9 YEARS AGO)

Jake sits across from Mike with a large desk between them.

I canrt believe Jess would mention
that! cod, this is embarassing... !
f feeL like I've boxed myself in,
and if that other contracting firm
underbids me on the next job Irm
finished. (Starts mumbling)
If f over-extend a line of credit,
the banks'11 call everything in.
I'd have to se11 everything--

JAKE
--Incfuding the race team.

Mike shrugs through a tight lipped grimace and then nods.

JAKE (cont'd)
How much do you need?

MIKE
One point five mi1lion.

Jake merely raises his eyebrows and Iooks concerned.

MIKE (cont'd)
f'd just need it for ninety days and
then I get a check stroked when the
other deaf's finalized in Omaha...
(glazes over)

JAKE
--I can get it. I just need a prom-
missary note drawn up saying you'11
have it back to me within six months.
Thattll give you some cushion.

MlKE
HovT are you gonna do that?

JAKE
Irve got some family money...
only thing is, it's in cash--
(Mike looks pozzLedl
--so you can't make a huge deposit
into one account or the EBI I s
gonna be all over it.
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MI KE

(be at )
What percent interest do you want
it back at?

JAKE
No interest--

MIKE
- -Jake I

JAKE
Look, you've been like family to me.
And I 1ov-- (stops abruptly)
f'm crazy about your daughter.

(beat )
Plus, f'd be out of a job if I don't
help you out. (both chuckle)

MIKE
(be at )

Uhhh, Jake... I don't know what to
say--

JAKE
--Just I'thank you" is enough.
Now call your attorney and get that
note drawn up. I'11 be back in an
hour.

INT. JAKEIS LIVTNG ROOM - DAY (9 YEARS AGO)

Jess is on her laptop while Jake is fiddling with a car part.

JES S
I googled you...

JAKE
(playful1y)Ohhh... this can't be
good .

JES S
(scoffs, ignoring him)
I found this article that said yourre
a guote'great driver on a mediocre
teamr.

JAKE
Ha, I'd say thatrs a bit of an
embelfishment...
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. . JESS
1s r-t. . . ?

Jake pries at the part but it's not budging.

JAKE
...I wouldnl t refer to myself as a
"great driver" --

JESS
--You're on a run for the champion-
ship ! !
(Jake just shrugs)
Is Marsten Racing rea11y "mediocre"?

JAKE
Thatrs a harsh word, but we're not
the best. Thererre factory teams
that are way better.

JESS
How come you donrt drive for them?

Because-- (;31: 
".r, close to her face)

--they don't have the "wor1d's
hottest daughter" as a perk..
(kisses her sumptuously)

JESS
Mmmm, you're sweet. . .
But seriousfy 7 why?

Jake fiddles with the part with more success, freeing it some.

JAKE
Because raci ng is ful1 of politics,
and there's a lot of people that...
basically help each other,
And if yourre not born into the club
--or dorrTn to seriously kiss their
ass--they're not trying to help you.

She cants her head and sees him in a new light.

JESS
We11, good thing you helped yourself.

JAKE
Yeah-- (grunts with exertion )

--We | 1I see how it goes at Laguna
this weekend.

The part now rol1s smoothly and he looks pleased.
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INT. FEDERAL PRISON PEONE BANK - EVEI{ING (3 YEARS AGO)

Jake is trying to make a call amongst dozens of shoulder-
to-shoulder inmates.

JAKE
Am I gonna see you this vr'eekend.. ?
(the receiver transmits scratchiness
and then is silent)
.. .You there ?

JESS (VOl
(scratch ) --Sorry ! The cat made me
drop the phone..
Of course Irm coming this weekend.

Jake looks supremely relieved and exhal-es his stress.

JAKE
I miss you...

EXT. FEDERAL PRISON VISITING AREA - MORNING (3 YEARS AGO}

Jake and Jess sit across from each other with other families
and inmates in close proximity. Jess looks stricken, her
eyes are puffy.

JAKE
Why didn't you teIl me over the phone?
...when did you find out?

JESS
On the way here.

JAKE
Jeeeeesus. (looks as stricken)
--Your sister te 11 you?

JESS
Yeah.

JAKE
An aneurysm. . . That's...

(be at )
He was 58?

JESS
qq

( beat )
The last time we talked on the phone
he was so excited to get out.
He always asked about you.

(MoRE )
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,iX3?,'"o*''''
He was like a big kid---
(her voice chokes )

JAKE
(beat)

I'm sorry honey.

JES S
(her tears flow down)
I just wish you could hug me...

(beat/tries to smile)
When will this be over?

EXT. PRISON PARKING LOT - DAY (1.5 YEARS AGO)

ANOTHER ANGLE of Jake and Jess in their first post-refease
embrace. They're mid kiss and Jess breaks away--

JESS
f took the back seat out.

oh yeah...lt*'
JESS

Yeah, you need to get inside me,
not/.

JAKE
Mnmm, Grrrr (smacks her ass)

INT. JAKE & JESSI APARTI{ENT - DAY (1.5 YEARS AGO)

She Ieads him into the kitchen on the end of an apparent
tour and he's quite pleased.

JESS
And I figured you wouldn't tranna
go out....?

JAKE
(deliberates and then shakes 'no')
--Not right now, anyway.

JESS
(pl-easedlSo! I brought all your
favorites... to you!! Da da da
da daaaa (singing) ... !

She presents several CoVERED DfSHES and makes a big
(MORE )
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production over lhem.

(r.rnve i 1s ) --Pizza\ ! !
Just the way you like itl!

JAKE
Oh my god! ! PizzaL !

Look at that, all charred and crispy..

JES S
(unveils) Shrimp and scalfop cevichel

JAKE
Little skrimposl I Is that...?
(inhales sharp Iy )
Cilantro, I see?
(sniffs) --And sme f 1?

JES S
(chuckl-es) Annnnnd, to finish you
off-_

JAKE
--You already did that I

JESS
(huskily) And I'm gonna do it again.

They kiss, delicately, never closlng their eyes. She lifts
the last cover.

JESS
--Chocofate...cake! I

JAKE
(Jaw ajar) Fuuuuuuck... I

EXT. JOSHUA TREE NATIONAI PARK - NIGIIT (1.5 YEARS AGO)

Jake and Jess fay atop an RV, stargazing. The Milky Way
is on vivid display for them.

JAKE
Yourre not co1d. . ?

JESS
(kisses him on cheek )r,- ^.-. ^1...f !,1 y!! !vr

oFFSCREEN their moment of ser:enit.y is interrupted by an
escalating HORN \,rhich builds and mixes with CITY NoISES.
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SMASH CUT TO:

EXT. NA@YA CENTRAIR AIRPORT - NIGET (PRESENT)

Jake is arriving at the airport in the back of a cab, jerked' out of his reverie as the cab halts and CITY NOISES persist.

CAB DRIVER
2600 Yen, Please.

Jake looks like he's astonished to be back in the real world.

He reaches for his wa1let and hands the driver the fare.

INT. PI.ANE OVER TEE PACIFIC OCEAN - DAY

Jake looks out of his window at the endl-ess expanse of water.

A very attractive/ look-a1ike- to-Kiku STEWARDESS interrupts
his thinking.

S TEWARDES S
Mr. Iler..? (he Iooks, eyes wide)
May I have your autograph?

He nods, takes a pad from her and signs.

She leans in to take the pad.

STEWARDESS (cont ' d )
(licentiously) If you desire anything
...Please l-et me know.

Jake can only manage a wan smife and shakes his head Ino'.

EXT. SANTA MONICA - I,ATE DAY

Jake gets out of a Towncar in front of an opulent house,
looking rumpJ-ed and tired. He has flowers in one hand and a
travel bag in the other.

OrFSCREEN he hears FEMALE VOICES from a block away and turns
to them.

Jess is walking a coupfe corgi dogs with her similar-looking
sister Nikki and her niece from the wedding, who's now 13
years old instead of 4.

NIKKI
(from far off) ,..Speak of the devif.

Jess stops in her tracks and stares.
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CLOSE SHOT of her mien, ambiguous and moderate]y supr.ised.

NIECE (OS )
Is that Uncle Jake..?

EXT. SANTA MONICA BEACII - TWILIGET

Jake and Jess walk in stride, he's stil1 holding the flowers.

JES S
So what are you doing here?

'i::t'I gotta sort thinqs out with us,
T6cc

LlEbS

I think you've gotta be by yourself
for a while, Jake...

JAKE
Is that what you want..?
You \dant me to just J-eave you alone?

JESS
(beat)

Irm flattered you showed up;
but I have a feeling that if we do
this again you'11 just resent me.

JAKE
I thi.nk if f donrt at least try
to get you back--right now--
f rlf regret any moment we'll be
apart, until the next time I see
you..'
I'm not leaving here empty-handed.

JESS
(chalfenging) oh yeah? (stops walking)

JAKE
Yeah. I've decided.

(beat)
I'11 give up racing if that makes
us r"/ork--nothing is worth the price
of losing you.

JESS
(shakes head)
You are so stupid.
(beal/Jake is perplexed)

(MoRE)
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JESS (CONT,D)
How could you ever think f'd want
you to give up the thing you Iove
most?

JAKE
--Second most.

cute. (stiitt!".io,r=l
--But Ird never ask you to make
that sacrifice. . .
I love you too much for that.

JAKE
So you do love me.. (coylplayfuL)

JESS
I've a]ways loved you, dummy.
(grabs fLowers and smeIls them)

JAKE
Jess, I could have it all and it
means nothing if I can't share it
with you. And....
IrIl never be whole unless I have
my better half with me...

( beat )
You're the best thing that ever
happened to me. I wanna spend the
rest of my life being as good to
you as yourve been to me.

JESS
Yourd really give up that other
life for me?

JAKE
In a second.

JESS
You mean that. (decfarative )

JAKE
(beat)

There is no other life without you.

JESS
(long beat)

. . . . ,Don't ever forget it.

They get very close and look intensely at each other.
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JESS (CONI, d)
' -zou a shower.!<L s 9EL \

(Jake chuckfes )

--And then make up officially.

JAKE
Hahaha!l I fove you..l
(they kiss, sparsely )

JESS
Irm serious ! ! (tosses flowers)
--Let's go! (yanks his arm)

The sun sets in a TIME LAPSE, the stars arc across the sky
toward the eastern horizon.

DISSOLVE INTO:

EXT. CIRCUIT OF TFE AI4ERICAIS, AUSTIN, TX - DAY

SERIES OF SHOTS:

The sun RISING with COTATs VIP Tower silhouetted.

The Racing Teamsr semi-truck "Circus" enters their respec-
tive areas in the paddocks in the morning daybreak.

An RB17 is unloaded off the back of a trail-er.

Tires are distributed by a giant PIRELLI bigrig.

WIDE ANGLE of a practice session in progress, with the cars
zipping around.

END SERIES OF SHOTS.

INT. COTA BROADCAST BOOTH - DAY

Announcers Mark (from the Monaco Seq.) and TED, a mid-forties
Oklahoman, are conLmentating on the Friday practice session.

MARK
With Jake Iler having finished his
suspension and this being the last
race of the season, these Stateside
fans are showing up in huge numbers,
even for a practice day that is nor-
mafly nowhere near such a draw.

TED
Yeah, Mark: I fer-Ma n j a---
or, as I like to cafl it --

(MORE )
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TED (CONT ' D )

"Iler-Rama", is in full swing! !

MULTIPLE SHOTS of the different cars and UNIoUE SIGHTS and
UNIQUE PEOPLE from around the track.

MARK (VO)
"Iler-Rama"...? Did you realIy make
that up?

rED (vo)
f'm more than just a pretty face,
Mark .

MARK (VO)
You are indeed--some would even go
as far as calling you a 'talking
head'.

TED (VO)
Heck, I'11 take that as a compliment!

BOOTH

,- ***
J-! wasn r--but Iler-Dtania is looking
good here today, Ted !

IliT. REDBUL',. S GARAGE - DAY

Jakers car is pushed in by some crew and he pops out.

Axel and some engineers huddle to listen--

JAKE
we always say there's no "perfect"
setup, but damn the car feels greatl
That new wing is giving huge gains
in Turn 1 and 12--

MIKAEL
--What about 19?

JAKE
Yeah, all the 1o!, speed corners--
It feels awesome. . I
(pretends to sob theatrically )

--Manr I missed you guysl !

AXEL
Ja, ja--we missed you too. (rolIs eyes)
Now go and rel-ax while r^re run some

(MORE)
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AXEL (CONT I D)
anal-ytics... but don't get 1ost.

Jake goes to Ieave but Axel looks like he's had an after-
thought.

AXEL (cont I d)
Hey ller! Hol-d on-- quick chat.

They go i.nto a smaller, private office within the garage.
Axel- leans against a wall and lights a cigarette.

AXEL (cont ' d )

As you know, \,ve need to do what' s
best for the team.
(b1ows smoke, Jake furrovJs brow)
...Nino has to get first Place to
l-ock up the championship over Schuster.

(beat )

This is ProbablY going to be his
swan song--if he wins, he's most
likely going to retire. - .
And if he doesnrt win, he's most
likelY goi.ng to Push for another

Hatc obsessed with a third
_I es! . rrv v

title and feels like this is his
last shot.

JAKE
So... (scratches eyebrow)
Where does that leave me?

AXEL
WeII. You havenrt won a singl-e race.
Let alone a championshiP--
whereas, Nino has two.

JAKE
You sti11 haven't ans$rered my question.

AXEL
(taking a big drag )

I'm not the one who makes those
decisions.

JAKE
So--"they" want me to help Nino win,
obvi ous1y.

AXEL
(scoffs) Naturally! He's your team-
mate.
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JAKE
I hesitate to agree with that term,
when it pertains to him, but...
ok.

AXEL
No one expects you to do more than
you've already been doing.

JAKE
Which is racing my ass off.

AXEL
Your words. (inhales to cover a smile)

JAKE
Where am I with RedBull next season?

AXEL
( shrugs )
At this point theyrre optimistic
on how you place from week to week.

(beat )
You might be too.... seasoned...
for them to make a long term commitment,

JAKE
Too old. Even though I clearly have
the ability.

AXEL
(deep drag )

"Abi1ity.... and "Potential"...
those are j ust words--
(the smoke bellows )
What matt.ers is results.

JAKE
So help Nino win, and fuck Jake.

AXEL
That is your interpretation. . .

JAKE
You want me to... best-case scenario
hover upper/mid-field and block for
Nino.

AXEL
Nej, I want you to do your best,
As long as someone from our team
places wef .I , we wi-n the Constructor's
Tit1e. (rare smi 1e )

Then my season will have a cherry on it.
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t =r<.pt:,".rilluro ^, best--

--Mysetf .l5"ln. team berieve in you,
but greater minds than mine think
Nino winning a third titfe is best
for RedBu11.

JAKE
( beat )

What i. f I won ?

AXEL
(another draglsmaller smile )
I don't think that possibility was
discussed. You are the number two
driver and have been behind him aII
season.

JAKE
WeIl-- (grimly) --I guess we're
week-to-week, then.

Axe] drops the butt and grounds it out with his shoe.

EXT. COTA BACETRACK - DAY

CLOSE SHOT of Jake's same grim and determined look as he
drives around the track with the ENGINE SCREAI4ING.

He heads into the last few turns of the latter technical
section (Turns 12-19)

rED (vo)
Iler made it look like it was too
easy in the first and second qual-
i fier--

MARK (VO)
--True enough, he knows where the
higher stakes are, Ted--and hers
looking quite solid out there.
Hers setting a blistering pace
as Q3 is set to wrap!

Jake comes into Turn 20 on a perfect race line and bombs
into the straighaway with max momentum. He tightens his
grip on the steering wheel as if to squeeze more juj-ce out
of her, hitting extreme REV LIMITS on upshifts.

He crosses the finish line / timing sector and it reads:
"P1 ILER - 1:36.744, P2 GRAZ - 1,:37.2'J.2".

(MORE )
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The crowd responds with a ROAR.

Jake keeps it floored even though he's on pole, the engine
BLOWS with a FLASH and SMOKE pours from the exhaust, the
elated crowd immediately responds with COLLECTIVE DISMAY.

EXT. OUTER PADDOCKS - DAY

Jake, sweaty and rung out, is sitting wlth Jess on a make-
shift bench. The hustfe-bustle of the paddocks flows around
them but they are a mini-j-sfand in the stream.

JAKE
I utterly smash the pofe--
and the engine blows the instant
I cross the finish line.
( shakes head sullenly)
Is the universe mad at me or
something. . . ?

JESS
Have you been on your best behavior
fatefy... ? (arches eyebrow)

JAKE
HrTuTmm... (amused )

JES S
I know this isn't just another race
to you, babe.

JAKE
Yeah. I was literally first place
and now I start at the back of the
grid... (grits teeth) because of a
h^h - 1 +r,

(be at )

Because of a penafty, my racing
career ' s pretty much over.

Jess scowfs to comprehend but then decides to fet him
elaborate.

rhj s just i:fl ii??:;:l....
There was so much momentum and T

knew it was my last chance.

JESS
so go out there and give it your
best. Go out and win.
No one can stop you.
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JAKE
(shaking head) I roish it were that
simp1e... itrs vj-rtua1ly impossible
to--

JESS
--Is it "Impossible"?

*.rr, ,,o. .1AKE

JE SS
Look, no one would ever think you'd
make it this far.
--Did you?

r^', ^ r r -^--'o*u

JES S
--"We11, no r' (mimicking him)
(They both laugh,
long beat/they grow serious )
...Only you can beat you.

Jake seems to be struck by the simplicity of it.
He pu11s her head into his chest and strokes her hair,
kissing it.

JAKE
...ok.

INT. REDBUII.I S GARAGE - NIGHT

The who]e team,/crew except Nino is gathered around a
LARGE TV.

MIKAEL
I got it ! ! We're live streaming ! !

The TV SEGMENT that Kiku put together is on, in JAPANESE.

JAKE
Ho\^/ on earth are we watching this?l

MIKAEL
It's streaming from my Iaptop!

KIKU (ON TV)
JAXE fLER: The comeback man, on the
eve of the biggest race of his career--
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The whole team YELLS raucously and drowns out the narration
trhi-te Jake grimaces, disbeJ-ieving his image onscreen.

on TVr it's oLD FooTAGE of Jake in his late teens getting
into a rally car.

JAKE
Where did they get this footage? !

On TV, the rally car is now tearing around a corner at
suicidal" speeds, coming j-n far too fast, the car flips once
and then when it lazily settles on its wheels, it incred-
ibly takes off again. The watchers double their cheering at
the manouvre.

JAKE (cont I d)
That was just l-uck I !
--Anyone coulda pul1ed that off! !

Everyone laughs at that.
TIME CUT:

The lights have D IIVIMED and the team j.s super-attuned
watching the segment, now more sedate.

On Tv the segment is quick cuts from the Jake/Nino rivalry--

JAKE (ON TV)
Definitely makes the racing more
fun to watch... (grins sinfully)

N]NO (ON TV)
Hers not a threat. He's the number
two driver. (shrugs) A... distant
second, really-- (the team teases, "Oooor')

REPORTER (ON TVIO. S. )
He said youire "not a threat".

JAKE (ON TV)
Wel1, I get consistently faster 1aP
times than him, so...
Only history will decide that--
(the team goes, "OOOOOO" even louder)

Jess enters into the back entrance, unnoticed. She has a big
smile on her face and then sees what they're vratching--

Kikurs face flashes on TV from her interview with Jake.

KIKU (ON TV)
Rezafokasu--it's like I intense focus'
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teoit jumpii.?.l3i.itltke lm arone
out there.

Jess gl-owers with enmity.

The video ends and the team mulls disappovingly.

The lights COME BACK UP and the team exits and shuffles past
Jake disconsol-ate1y without looking at him, $rhile Jake Iooks
iis if he's been cheated.

JAKE
(to himsel-f ) That I s--
That's not how it went...

AXEL
Get some rest. Big day tomorrow.

Axef leaves last and Jake notices Jess, finalIy.

JAKE
Hey! (guiltiIy) --We were just...
Watching a program. . .

JESS
You know what pisses me off?

JAKE
Ummm, hopefully not anything that I
did--Recently, anyway.

JESS
Hm. No--she totally took that part
out of context!, Thatrs not how the
interview went .

JAKE
That's what I said! (waIks to her)

JESS
And now the team's pissed with You--

JAKE
--You could sense that, huh?

TI'C C

obviously! They think you dissed em!

JAKE
(shrugs placatingly )

. . .what can I real.Iy do. . ?
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(i:::'
Let's go get some air.
--We gotta get outta that head of
your s .

JAKE
Nah, I should try to go to bed soon...

"o*" 
or,.,r,r,l:?:"n" his hand)

--there's something you should see!

EXT. COTA TAILGATING AREA - NIGET

Jess pu1ls a willing Jake through an area where Fl- fans are
BBQ'ing and drinking from kegs.

Immediately there's a hubbub when people recognize him and
come over to seek an autograph or take a picture.

CRANE SHOT of word spreading like a ripple effect of his
presencei a continual- wave of fans surge toward him.

SERIES OF SHOTS

An enraptured OLDER COUPLE grabs one of Jake's hands each--

OLDER GENT OLDER LADY
We came to see youl ! We drove from Maine to

watch you win !

Star struck FRAT GUYS yelling incoherently embrace Jake.

A massive BIKER-DUDE with a raspy voice places a bear-paw
on Jake's shoulder, pointing at him with his other hand--

BIKER DUDE
(insistently) Kick some ass out there! !

END SERTES OF SHOTS

INT. RACING PADDOCK / JAKE & JESSI ROOM - NIGHT

Jess is wearing Jakers shirt from a moment ago. He seems to
be dozing, head cuddled on her lap while she rubs him
adoringly.

JAKE
Thanks for taking me out there

(MORE )
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tonishr, ,.:i:;. 
(coNr'D)

(she groans a loving assent)
. . somehow I needed that.

JESS
Awww. . . . of course.

rhanks ,or'11*.r" beinq there for
me, Jess.

JESS
(softly)...of course.

He turns over and nuzzl-es into her.

JAKE
I love you.

She squeezes him and exhales, at the apogee of contentment.

JES S
(whispers) I love your too.

She smooths his hair maternally and then gfances at his
PHoNE within easy reach.

His BREATHING becomes long and even. She puts a nail- in
her mouth, contemplating.

She hesitantly picks up the phone and then looks back and
forth as if searching her conscience.

Relenting, she types in a PASSWoRD and her face becomes
alit in the gloom from the brightened screen.

She stops rubbing Jake with her "free" hand to use both of
them for the phone.

OFESCREEN there j.s a knocking/BooM BOOM BOOM on the door.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. JAKE & JESS, ROOM - MORNING (TIME CUT}

Jake pops up. irritably startled--

JAKE
Who knocks fike that? ! ? ! ?

HANS (OS)
IT'S THE POLICEI ! ! OPEN UP!!!
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Jake looks at Jess \,rho appears impossibly guilty.

He dashes for the door and flings it open--

JAKE HANS
Ahhhhhh--- Ahhhhhh--- !

You ain't the fwzz! !

HANS
!la, I figured IId give you a heart
attack--! ...So you could see what
itrs like I !

JAKE
(groans amused/rolls eyes)
Shouldn't you be resting. . . ? !

HANS
I've been resting! ! Irve had it with
restingi I had to come see you--
(sees Jess in Bclpauses to smile)
I wanted to wish you good 1uck,
but I'm thinking you won't need it.

JAKE
You do knov/ I'm starting from the
back of the grid. . . ?

HANS
(scoffs) Listen to you! !
(smacks him with scarf playfulIy)
--Have you learned nothing? !
(taps Jake ' s forehead)
The race is won up here--! !
Now get dressed l I'm certain Axel-
wants to see you. . .

JAKE
Yeah, Axel....

HANS
(quick concern) --What? What is it?

JES S
--Nothing! !
(wraps Jake around shoulders )
...Everythingrs fine.

Jake looks at her skeptically.

INT. JAKE & JESS' ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Jake is dressed and finishes putting on his second shoe.
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Have you =::Xu*, phone?

JESS
No, but you better get to the garage.
IrIl look for it and be right behind
you.

JAKE
(beat)

. . .I kinda wanna find it--

JES S
--!Yhat is so important about it? ! ? !

I'11 find it ! co ! !

JAKE
(beat/baffled at her )....ok....

He takes another look at her from the threshold and she seems
all sorts of guilty. Then he leaves.

The moment he's out of eyeshot, she puts on a hat and follows
him, slipping his phone in her pocket.

EXT/INT. REDBUIL GARAGE - MORNING

Jake walks up and stops short at the large bay entrance.

A few crew members are working but no one notices him--

AXEL
Iler! ! In here!

Jake walks .into the l-ittl-e office towards the back. The crew
look at him with perceptive hostility, staring.

Jake stands at the doorway to the office, nervous to commit.

Axel sits at a makeshift desk, beckoning Jake in. His main
ASSISTANT leaves without being asked and conspicuously
doesn't make eye. contact with Jake.

AXEL (cont ' d )
I'm fairly impressed with you, I1er.

Axel takes a long drag of a cigarette and gestures for Jake
to close the door.

JAKE
Like.... in a bad way?
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AXEL
Eh--- (exhales /grunt)
Most drivers are egomaniacs and
narcissists who donrt reafly care
what their team thinks of them.
(snuffs cig in ashtray)

JAKE
(gu]ps/tries to smi 1e )
Whereas... Itm an egomaniac that
does care what my team thinks.

AXEL
Irm gl-ad you got the team back on
your side. At the very least, it
was the smart thing to do.

JAKE
(beat )

I'm lost---
What did I do that was smart...?

Jake spots Jess through a SMALL WINDOW in the door, and she
has an impish gri-n, hands behind her back, rocking p1ayfully.

AXEL
Your unedited interview-- !

--I don't knor,, if it couldn't have
waited til after 4:15 in the morning,
but it seems like everyone on the
team has seen it, and once again
you're.... Mr. Congeniality around
here.

Jake keeps glancing at Jess distractedly as her smile widens.

JAKE
I.. I didn't--

AXEL
--I liked the part where you
at me: rrThanks AxeI" (winks

JAKE
Urnmm. . . hol-d that thought--

Jake exits the small office and walks

wi nk
mockingly )

TFCC

Found your phone-- (j igglinq

JAKE
Ya know... you amaze me.

over to Jess.

it)
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Because r'*"3i.rin9....? (urtra coy)

JAKE
That's,.. you, in a word.
(he takes oft n.r hat/they get close)

JESS
You told me in Monaco, "everything'11
be fine as long as I have you."

(beat)
--Baby, you'11 always have me.
(they kiss lightly, smiling)
ceL ready, I ' 1f be watching. . .
(she winks and then turns away)

Jake shakes his head as if he's just had Deja Vu.

EXT. COTA RACETBACK - DAY (CONTINUOUS ACTION)

Nj,no leading the field at the GRID is established in a
QUICK SUCCESSlON OF SHOTS.

Jake is dead last (20th place) .

REVERSE ANGLE of the fieLd from behind Jake, the incl-ine he
has to literaIly climb in the front straight/before Turn 1

is reinforced by the depth of his starting position.

The STARTING LIGHTS go out (the race begins) , then the
tires find purchase and the whole f iel-d surges forward'

Jake immediately shoots inside and takes P19, then takes
two more spots with his better takeoff as he becomes P17.

Before the end of the first straightway he bounces to out-
side and is virtually touching P16 (an Alfa-Romeo) as they
turn shraply into Turn 1, Jake is wide and again they al-most
coflide as they vie for the same racing 1ine.

Jake and the Alfa are dead even and accelerating rapidly
to Turn 2, bu|- Jake has the better line now and forces the
Alfa to brake earlier.

EROM THE VIP VIEWING TOWER

Jess watches, enthralled. A ta11, clutured TEXAN watches
next to her -

JES S

HelI yes! ! Go baby, gooo! I
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TEXAN
You got a horse in this here race?

Yep, that':"fl; ."" down there!

TEXAN
Yer kiddin.. ! ! which one?

.1.k" r r.r ! 
JESS

The Texan gawks dumbfounded over his aviators, incredulous.
Jess l-aughs and nods, and. looks back at the progress--

JES S
---Wooooo ! !

ON THE TRACK

Jake comes around Turn 20, directly behind P15.

MARK (VO)
fnto our third 1ap and DRS is avail-
able now, so wetre going to see Iler
attempt a pass around Rugerj-o--

Jake executes pass around P15 on outside thru front straight.

TED (VO)
The fieldrs spread out and GTazza o's
got a nice lead over Martin Schuster,
his only real threat for the title--
and right novr' he i s not even close
lo being able to make a pass.

AERIAI SHOT of a wide (4 sec) del,ta betrdeen Pl and P2.

ANOTHER ANGLE of Jake beginning his chase for P14.

MARK (VO)
Weather will almost certainly be a

. factor later in the race, but Iler
and his teammate are having great
Iap times respectively, while it's
dry !

rED (vo)
Oh you're right--- I

fN BOOTH

Ted gfances at a MONITOR which displays stats.
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rhey're uoTflDs"tti.s. . .
"respectable" times-- !

Mark glances at Ted di sbel-ieving Iy. Ted smiles back blithely.
Mark exhales--

MARK
--Lots of race left.

ON TRACK

Jake outbrakes P14 into Turn 11 and overtakes, forcing P14
to outer line.

The r,rhole back straight has traffic, so each car activates
DRS .

IN VIP TOWER

Jess looks up from the race to RAINCLoUDS in the dj.stance,
moving perceptibly closer as her hair blows in the same
direction they're coming from.

Jake passes under her at Turn 17, just meters behind P13.

JESS
Yes, get 'em babe !

The Texan taps her on the shoulder and points--

TEXAN
Rainr s a comin-- !

Jake is riding on the transom of Pl,3 going J-nto Turn 20,
who yj-e1ds to the clearly faster car and they both rocket
up the straightaway $rheeI to wheel and both have DRS.

JESS
One thing at a time, right?

The Texan juts out his lower 1ip at the aPt aphorism.

ON TRACK

Jake rounds Turn 1, compl-eting takeover and becoming P13
according to the STANDINGS TOWER/ also indicating "LAP 9"

DISSOLVE/TIME CUT:

The same tower readings now read "LAP 24" and Jake is P10.
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PIT

AxeL looks at the sky which no$7 beyond gloomy.

AXEL (into HEADSET)
Box for wets.

NINOIS CAR

He goes under VIP Tower with an empty backfield behind him.

ECU as Nino hits the 'ACK' button on the steering whee1.

VIP TOWER

Jess watches several drivers enter pit lane to change tires.

PII LANE

Ninors WETS are slapped on and he leaves in a fl-ash.

AXEL (into HEADSET)
Alright ller, box for wets.

VIP TOWER

Jake passes the pit entrance and rockets onto the straightaway.

JES S
--What are you doing? ! ? ! ?

The sky is extremely grey and angry al1 around her.

JAKE (VO)
How long tiI it actuaLly starts
raining . . ?

IN PIT

Axef gl-ares at a monitor displaying the race.

AXEL
If I knew that I'd be a damned-. - -
Meteorologist ! ! !

ON TRACK

Jake drj"ves into Turn 1, and from his cockpit we see him
fiddling with steerj-ng wheel controls adroitly as he speaks
and engages the technical section of Turns 2-10.
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JAKE (VO)
WeI1, itrs a good thing you're not,
or we never wou]da met and then we
woul-dnrt be such. good. friends! !
--So how 1ong, Ax?

IN PIT

AXEL gfances at his assistant who fLashes two and then three
fingers and then makes a throat chop meaning: "MAX"

--r*. ^i"rt:"u:
JAKE (VO)

Great! I can squeeze out a few more
'l rh--- I

Damn it ,rli? you're cuttins it
too closel I You're gonna hydroplane
and then yourre skitprat !

ON TRACK

Jake stomps on his brakes hard into Turn 12 from maximum
velocity and is just behind P9.

JAKE (VO)
See you in two laps.

Jake closes the delta between himself and P9 through the
back technical section. (Turns 72-19)

TED (VO )
Jake Iler's the only driver out there
who hasnit gotten rain tires on yet!

MARK (VO)
Yes. and hers reaIly gambling here
because those slicks are absolutely
useless on a wet surface--

Jake is .5 second behind P9 into Turn 20 and then his DRS
activates as he goes for a pass on the front straightway.

rED (vo)
Looks like his gamblingrs paying off!

Jake heads into Turn 1 with P8 very far ahead.

JAKE (VO)
what's Nino running on tires?
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AXEL
Wets--

JAKE (VO)
--OK: I need intermediates.

Axel glances at a MONITOR with a storm tracker, and the
localized shot looks angry, coming right over them.

AXEL
Negative, Iler. ft's going to come
down hard.

ON TRACK

Jake rounds Turn 11 and gets perspective on the imminent
RAINCLOUD lurking just behind the grandstand, exactly where
he's heading.

JAKE (VO)
Irm gonna get in the groove the wets
make and stay competing in this pack!

AXEL (VO)
You need wets. (insistent)

Jake dives into Turn 12.

AERIAL SI{OT

A huge RAINCLOUD engulfs Turn 1/Grandstand/Latter half of
Front Straightaway. The cars fook fike specks from this
height.

JAKE (VO)
I'm fixing to box now but I need the
intermediates or nothing at all! ! ! !

IN PTT

The crew look desperatel-y at Axel for an order. Which tires?

AXEL
Come get your forsaken tires you
overgrown child! I

Jake becomes visible as the first drops of rain come down.

When he goes to stop he locks up on the barely wet ground,
sliding a half car fength too far f ori"/ard. The team adjusts
guickl-y.
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The team slaps intermediates on. Jake gets back onto the
pit fane at a stately speed (80 KPH) .

AXEL (vO)
You're four seconds over p10 and
twenty-two behind P8.

ON TRACK

Jake gets into the RAIN GROOVES and keeps that exact line.
Itrs as if therers a dry path blazed on the ner,rly wet parts
of the track.

JAKE (VO)
Just keep that glas s-ha1f- fuI1-
mentality, skipper I

IN PIT

Axel covers his HEADSET MIC.

AXEL (in SWEDISH)
Take your j-nfernal wine glass
analogy and shove it! ! !

TIME CUT:

ON TRACK

A Mclaren and Renault (P7 and P8) fight for position far in
front of Jake as the rain has diminished.

They pass the STANDINGS TOWER and it denotes it is rrLAP 37"

MARK (vO)
Now that the weather has abated,
Marco zeiss is really making Went-
forth in the Renault work for this
attempt to pass--I sayrrattemptrl
because he' s successfully blocked
him a number of times !

rED (vo)
Beth'een the battling and the rain,
it's really slorred their lap times !

MARK (VO)

^h r,6ar r wonder--who would have
guessed the rain would sfow them..?

The two cars COLLIDE at Turn 18, spinning and leaving DEBRIS
on the track.

Jake is at Turn 13 when a YELLOW FLAG appears.
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The SAFETY CAR comes out, narrowly catching Nino and forcing
the front of field to slow.

Jake hits the DEBRIS at Turn 18, smashing his front/Ibft wing.

JAKE (VO)
Box, Box!! I need a front wing! !

Rainrs almost passed--Iet's throw
on softs while Irm in.

IN PIT

Axel glances at the sky. Sunlight is trying to peek from
behind the diminishing grey mass, as it's only misty now.

AXEL
Let's wait on tires. Still- raining.

Jake becomes visible at the end of pit l-ane.

JAKE (VO)
It's barely a fuckin' drizzLe, Ax! !
f'm only coming j-n once, throw softs on!!

Axel makes hand instructions and the wing is ready instant-
ly, just as Jake is pulling up.

The total pit time is 4.2 seconds including wing change.

ON TRACK

Jake pu11s back into the field under safety. In BG we see
other cars come in for their own changes.

TIME CUT:

AERIAL SHOT of the cloud system having moved ar^/ay from
the track.

FROM VIP

The sun is bright and. has cooked off the track nicely.

A PANORAMA reveaLs the whole field is spaced somewhat
evenly behind the safety car.

TED (VO )
Well that Texas sun did its job!

MARK (VO)
The sun and the debris crew who al-

(MORE)
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MARK (VO) (CONT'D )
]-owed only two laps to pass under
caution. It looks like we're ready
again as the entire field has made
tire changes--

IN BOOTH

MARK (cont ' d )

--and the shunt between zeiss and
wentforth couldnrt have happened at
a more fortuitous moment for the
back of the field--

TED
--Yeah, it happened at a real-Iy
good time, too !

Mark can only gawk at him, head askance.

TED (contrd)
--Because of the weather !

MARK
Ah.

ON TRACK

The SAFETY CAR goes in at Turn 20 and GREEN FLAGS wave.

In the fead, Nino is off like a gun.

Jake is in P6 and the entire field is quite bunched as they
go into Turn 1.

Into Turn 2 a Mercedes and Ferrari (P4&P5) battling touch
tires which puts them into a spin and they go into the area
just before the gravef run-off, getting passed.

MARK (VO)
Ohl ! There's no debris. so no need
for a yellow flag but thatrs a heart-
breaker for Giles Melnic in the
Ferrari! ! Top three is now Grazzano,
Schuster and Trais !

rED (vo)
This re-start is gonna make things
real close once DRS comes back on
after two 1aps. , .

The STANDfNGS TOWER reads "LAP 42/56"
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TIME CUT/DISSOLVE:

The same DISPLAY now reads 'LAP 48/56'

P1-P4 go through the front tech section (Turns 3-9) where
Nino 1eads, P2 is .25 sec behind, then therers a 1.5 sec
delta betrrreen them and P3/P4 who are also .25 sec apart.

They go into the back straight and P2 goes for a pass lvith
DRS but Nino is canny and defends effectively.

In the next duo behind them, Jake gets DRS and goes for a
pass on the right, P3 defends but Jake swoops inside/left
and overtakes.

TED (VO)
Ooooo-VIEEE! ! Iler smelIs blood!

MARK (VO)
--And now hers got clean air; he
should be able to up his pace at
least marginally..l !

FROM VIP

Hans comes up behind Jess and puts a hand on the sma11
of her back.

HANS
Is this where yourve been hiding?

TEXAN
--Hey buddy! Shers got a boyfriendl !

Hans puts his hands up in mock surrender.

ON TRACK

Nino leads P2/Schuster and Jake around Turn 11 and they are
all .4 sec apart.

on back straight Nino takes outside line and when P2 gets
DRS he dives for inside.

Nino blocks, Jake is on outside and he slips by P2.

P2 continues charge, then trying to b]-ock Jake from com-
pleting overtake and in doing so locks front brakes which
aflows Jake to ful1y pass and pu1l away into Turn 12.

Nino and Jake (now P1 & P2) keep up the departure from P3
through back technical section (Turns 13-19)
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MARK (VO)
Red BulI's now L-2 ! ! ! !

TED (VO)
And that flat spot Schuster just got
is gonna make it dang hard to keep
in serious time with rem!!

The leaders continue around the track, Jake close behind
Nino through Turn 20.

AXEL (VO)
Wow, that was a brilliant move,
Jake---

IN PfT

AXEL (cont'd)
--That was exactly what a number
two driver would do...

Axef views the race on a MONITOR and the crew of onlookers
study Axel for a clue what he meant, but he's impassive.

ON TRACK

Jake continues to folIow behind Nino into Turn L.

JAKE (VO)
(hi s uncertainty evident) Yeah,
just...uh, being a good team-mate.

IN PIT

AXEL
Remember what I said: I want what's
best for you...

IN BOOTH

MARK
(covering mic) That hras a rather
cryptic exchange between Il-er and
his principal.

TED
(covers mic as he squints, perplexed)
...Cryptic?

MARK
whatever your salary is, I am
certain it's not enougth.

Ted positively g1ows.
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MARK ( conttd)
(uncovers mic) RedBull truly put
an amazing car on the track this year--

FROI\4 VIP

The trio of Jess, Hans, and the Texan watches Nino lead
around Turn 20 and Lap 51 becomes Lap 52, and Nino has just
slightly over a one-second lead.

ON TRACK

Ninors eyes radiate smugness as he checks his mirrors.

NINO (VO)
TeIl Jake "thanks for the great
season". . .

IN PIT

AXEL
I'm not conveying that message. It's
bad sportsmanship coming from you.

NINO (VO)
Axel, I'm three laps away from being
a three time champion--
Just do what the hefl I tefl youl !

Others .Iistening are shocked at Nino's audacity and direct
their gaze to Axe1.

AXEL
As you please-- ( flips dial)
--Jake, your team-mate says...
"Thanks for the great season"

ON TRACK

JAKE (VO)
what the he1l..!? Is he being
sarcastic or sincere. . ?

AXEL (VO)
I won't begin to speculate.

IN PIT

Axel watches a MONITOR while the whole team watches AxeI.

JAKE (VO)
. . .ALright--We're going to plan z.
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AXEL
...Nej nej nej ller!!! Vaat en hel-

vete is rPlan zr? ! ? !

ON TRACK

Jakers eyes radiate predation.

JAKE (VO}
We'11 both figure it out when this
is over--

They go down the front straight and Jake is still trailing
by over a second as they approach Turn 1.

TED (VO)
It's just a couple laps away from
a Red BulI 1-2 finish and they're
for sure got the constructor's title--

The STANDINGS TOWER reads "LAP 53/54, GRAZ--, ILER +1.04"

They both begin to assault the front tech section (Turns
3-10) with Jake imperceptibly closing the gap.

MARK (VO)
whether you agree with team orders
or not--and that it was just "too
litt1e, too late" from the American
--it's history we're witnessinq as
Nino Grazzano imminently cJ-oses on
his third title! What a career!

BOOTH

TED
Seems Iler should be haPPY with
second Place from dead last!

MARK
Quite so--it was a vaunted effort,
indeed. (very s incere )

TRACK

Jake j-s on the outsj-de of Nino into Turn 11, Nino dives to
defend and locks his front brakes.

MARK (VO)
But what's this--?! Maybe ller isn't
ready to toss in the towel just Yet!

Jake carrj,es momentum and DRS comes on, he dives inside and
surges ahead which Nino can't defend.
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FROM VIP

Jess, Hans, and the Texan and everyone in eyeshot puts up
their arms and yelIs victoriously.

Under them, Jake navigates Turns 12-19 with Nino less than
.25 sec behind.

ON TRACK

Jake locks his own brakes briefly into Turn 20 and Nino
deftly shoots around. Then he feints Jake like he's going
inside, Jake moves to block and then Nino finishes pass
on the outside.

The STANDINGS TOWER and the WHITE ELAG indicate it's the
LAST LAP .

F'ROM VIP

Everyone lets out a proportionate giroan of collective dis-
appointment, particularly Jess tugging on her hair.

ON TRACK

Nino has a .25 sec lead over Jake into Turn 1.

REVERSE ANGLE as the duo assails Turns 3-6 Esses.

VIP

CLoSE oN Jess, clutching her fists to her mouth \dith anxiety.

IN PIT

Axel and the team watch the Duo on MONITORS, high strung as
piano wire.

GRANDSTANDS AT TURNS 9 & 10

Eans \,/atch Nino and Jake f1y past with an assault of NOISE.

ON TRACK

At the approach to Turn L1, Nino has the outside race l"ine
to defend.

Jake brakes harder, 1ater, and dives inside to pass Nino.
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They are wheef-to-wheeI on the back straight and Ninors DRS
activates, so Jake takes the middte line.
Nino sweeps to outside and is 3/4 past Jake--

Jake holds the middle line with a slight favoritism of the
right, ever so sliqhtl-y keeping Nino at bay, and then he
arrives at Turn 12 with the proper race line into the apex.

Jake has only a 7/2 car length lead over Nino into Turns
L2-L9 .

FROM VIP

CLOSE UP on Jess watching Jake hold a razor thin lead under
her.

ON TRACK

The race SLOWS DOWN as Jake takes
within inches of Jakers dj-ffuser,

Turn L9 \rith Nino|s nose
jockeying for any advan-

JAKE I S POV as they approach Turn 20, Nino looms large in
mirrors.

SUPER SLO-MO and TRIPLE SUPERIMPOS lTION/MELD of Jake's ragged
front-left TIRE kissing the KERB perfectly, his EYE "seeing"
the APEx/exit, and the view from behind both RB17s sliding
through the turn with his infinitesimal fead over Nino.

NORMAL TIME as they both complete exit and Nino's DRS acti-
vates. Jake holds the middle fine. Nino goes for outside/
right pass, so Jake blocks for a l/4 second.

Nino hesitates and dives inside and j-s coming around Jake
on left.

They cross the finish fine almost making contact but Jake
beats him by a l/2 car length and it's enough, the CHECKERED
FLAG is waving excitedly.

F'ROM VIP

Erom their astounding view, the whole place erupts.

Jess and Hans embrace, yell,ing triumphantly, but Jess breaks
off quickly--
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JESS
--I gotta go! !

Hans and the Texan look at each other / stunned. Then they
jump and embrace, ye11ing.

ON TRACK

Jake intenti.onally slows by the STANDINGS TOWER, taking in
his NAME at the top of the leaderboard.

He closes his eyes for a moment in respite, finally sated.

IN PTT

The entire RedBull team including Axel is jumping all over
each other, generally going crazy.

FROM TURNS 3-6 ESSES GRANDSTAND

Jake goes by lrith an index finger raised #1 as fans roar
riotously.

TIME CUT:

TRACK

Jake approaches the PARC FERME area but first rips some
donuts on his deteriorating tires. A c.Ioud of smoke enshrouds
the car.

He deftly guides the car into the 1st palce spot. He quickly
takes off the Ha1o, the HANS, gets out. takes off his helmet
and puts both arms up, reveling in celebration atop the car.

Schuster is already out of his Merc and celebrating his
world championsip, while Nino is in BG gesturing petulantly
to a Camera Man.

Amongst the crowd Jake spots Jess and goes to her, embracing
her over the wal1. They have to scream to hear each other.

JES S
I knew it! Baby, I knexr you could do itl!

JAKE
I did too! Ever since you told me--

JESS
--so what took you so l-ong? ! ? I ?
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Jake cocks his head back, incredulous, and then realizes
he's being teased. He smil-es and plays a1on9--

JAKE
Ah, ya know.. these other cars kept
getting in the way.. !

JESS
We11, you kept everyone in suspense!

JAKE
Even you..!?

Nah, r ."rl"i3--, knew arr alonsl
( smug/cute)

JAKE
Yeah? You know that f fove you?

Yeah, r 0"33tin"., too--(laushs)

They kiss and the cheering CROWD NOISE somehow doubles.

Jake is yanked away from her embrace by his team as they
hoist him up and toss him around in celebration.

Jess watches it all sentimentally and then closes her eyes
and takes a long deep breath, sharing in his exultation--

She opens her eyes and is totally at peace, smiling.

DISSOLVE INTO

EXT. ROUTE 33, OJAI, CA - I,ATE AFTERNOON

Jakers Shelby Cobra ascends up a long series of switchbacks
and tight turns, the RUMBLING MOTOR growing clearer.

They come into a panoramic viewing area/turnout. The car
SNAPS and SNARLS as he downshifts into the gravel and dust.

Jake cuts off the engine and Jess takes down her ponytail,
ruffles her hai.r and looks at Jake 1oving1y. A DIAMoND RING
on her finger catches a glint of light.

JAKE
So did I teI1 you that steve from
ESPN caIled, wants to do a fol-low-up?
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JESS
(beat)

Sounds a bit like Deja Vu...
What are you gonna tell him?

JAKE
Ah, f think I'd be messing with
fate if I didn't do it.

Jess cues him to elaborate.

JAKE (cont'd)
I feeL like this whole thing kinda
started when he ca1Ied...
and then you convinced me to go
I(-,,I .L L--

--This .rrJli3rt.a way before that.
Jake arches an eyebrow inquiringly.

JESS (cont ' d )
This was all supposed to happen.

(beat )
You were meant to be in that car
last Sunday.

JAKE
(beat)

...I could... see where yourre
coming from. (mul-1ing )

JES S
So, you wouldn't be "messing" with
fate. It r as your fate.
--Just like we're supposed to be
here... now. . --Together.

He takes her hand and they look at each other, both supremely
content.

JESS (cont I d )
Has Hans said anything about a new
contract ?

JAKE
Yeah... (pauses dramatically)
--They wanna do a three-year
extension.

Jess inhales sharply and lights up.
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JAKE (contrd)
--And make me number one driver,
because Nino's signing with Eerrari.

(beat)
I knelv he wasn't gonna retire...
--Especially like that.

JESS
Oh my gosh! That's amazing! !

--You're gonna stay with them, then?

JAKE
Yeah, they've been good to me and
I wanna be 1oya1 to them...
(Jess beams at this)
...And j.t's not even about moneyr
I think I'm just the perfect fit there.

JESS
Ahhh! I'm so happy for you--

JAXE
--For usl (they chuckle)

JES S
I'm so happy for us--!
(more laughs and her eyes gleam with
happy tears )
...Whors the other driver gonna be?

JAKE
The #2?

JESS
Yeah- -

JAKE
some kid that's been in development;
F3000... his name's Mattias Verboten.

JES S
Is that... his lega1 name?

r dunno-- titX?t=l --why?

JESS
I think it's German for something--

--Yeah, ="]*X'rro. a sood enoush kid,
though, cood pedigree and all.

Jake looks at the sky and the sun is sinking quickly.
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JAKE (contrd)
You wanna go back to the hotel?
Gonna be dark soon.

Jess glances in the direction they came from and thinks.

JESS
Nah. Let's keep going. . .
Find someplace private to pu11
off... (very coy )

JAKE
Yeah? (equally flirty)

JES S
Yeah, I packed a bfanket.
--Go stargaz ing?
(raises eyebrows suggestively)

JAKE
( play- skeptically ) Stargazing, huh?

JESS
Stargazing. . . et cetera--

JAKE
--Et cetera... Ok, I like that.
Find a pullout and we'II go star-
gazing , et cetera--

JESS
--I said "pu11 off", not "puII-out"

JAKE
Hahaha! ! Aye-aye, cap... !

He starts the car which rumbles loudly.

JES S
Hey- -

She l-eans forward and they kiss,

Jake REVS the Cobra, she giggles and they get settfed in.

She's re-doing her ponytail as he takes off fishtailing,
and they disappear around a corner but the sound pervades
and then dirninishes....

THE END

FADE OUT


